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N Z GOVERNMENT & ‘CCCI’ – COVERT COVID CONFLICTS of INTEREST? 

 

OPEN LETTER, including OIA requests, to: 

Prime Minister of NZ (Rt. Hon Jacinda Ardern) and all Members of Parliament, 

(including questions to be answered within New Zealand(‘NZ’) Official Information Act – ‘OIA’) 

  

Sent by email to: Rt. Hon Jacinda Ardern; Jacinda.Ardern@parliament.govt.nz 

Also, this same letter is to be sent to all NZ Members of Parliament: thereby I send 121 copies 
of this letter in one package, including a covering note asking for a copy to be distributed to 

each MP. These 121 hard copies will be posted to the address:                                             

All members of NZ Parliament, Care of Distribution Services, Freepost Parliament, Private Bag 
18 888, Parliament Buildings, Wellington 6160 

This email is copied to various other people. In addition, a hard copy will be posted to the 

Members, Labour Party Office in Mt Albert, 658 New North Rd, Mt Albert, Auckland 

 

3 June 2020 

Dear Prime Minister Right Honorable Jacinda Ardern, (herein respectfully referred to in 

abbreviated format as ‘PM Jacinda’) and to all members of NZ’s House of Parliament (‘MP’s), 

 

I write this letter in honor of the universal principle of truth: 

This letter is intended and presented in a light of honesty, and with each recipient being asked 

to be really open, in my (and hopefully our) search for truth: 

It is my premise that people holding the highest offices in NZ, or in any country, should be open 

to the most detailed and intimate declaration and public scrutiny; so that each voter and each 

affected person (affected by the mind and actions of the leaders) can be clear about the 

affiliations, background, experience, intent, mind-set, purpose and truth of NZ’s leaders’ 

actions: 

As well, PM Jacinda herself has stated publicly in January 2017, these words: 

"I feel like there's lots of benefits in being really open about your background," says PM 

Jacinda Ardern (source NZ Herald): 

mailto:Jacinda.Ardern@parliament.govt.nz
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I seek answers from PM Jacinda and/or other NZ MP’s, some being open questions about 

personal background; as PM Jacinda has invited, and as re-quoted above:  

For every group of my questions which are prefixed by ‘OIA Questions’, these are sent and to 

be received as an OFFICIAL INFORMATION ACT request, under the NZ Official Information Act 

1982 (‘OIA’); then each of my OIA questions (including all my questions herein in blue type in 

emailed copy, or in black type in hard copy, but with added notation as OIA Questions), are 

herein asked under the authority of that specific OIA NZ Statute: 

The NZ Parliament created a public right of access to information held by Government bodies, 

including to make such information more freely available, and to provide for proper access by 

each person to such information affecting or relating to that person. It is said by our leaders to 

be NZ's primary freedom of information law and part of NZ's uncodified constitution:  

I seek such information requested herein as a citizen of NZ; so that I can become an informed 

voter in the upcoming election; and as a concerned person about ensuring our Parliament 

upholds and is accountable in respect to NZ’s Statue laws, common laws and international 

equity and human rights laws: Email me your replies and also send a copy to my postal address: 

My questions, which are asked within the law and provisions of the OIA are set out in my 

emailed copy in BLUE TYPE, to enable easier differentiation and for ease of reply to these OIA 

questions in (emailed) blue type by NZ Government, as is required by it under the OIA: As well, 

the words ‘OIA questions’ are so notated beside each OIA question in its numbered category: 

In the above light, I now address 65 questions/categories (many of which include multiple (a), 

(b) (c) etc questions, each to be answered): Many are directed to PM Jacinda and/or NZ 

Government: All are open questions, and people are permitted to discuss and/or share matters 

herein: Contributions by/from anyone with relevant honest information is welcomed:  

I seek urgent, detailed and honest answers from PM Jacinda and/or NZ Government to all 

questions; and to each OIA question I seek the reply be labeled with same number and letter as 

herein. Some questions about PM Jacinda’s background, include critical aspects I feel are 

relatively secreted at present from myself and many in NZ – and I and some others in NZ tread a 

path of discovery about who you really are PM Jacinda prior to the forthcoming 2020 election; 

and if there are NZ laws you might have recently broken and/or if you have acted with serious 

undisclosed conflicts: and if you are even now qualified to put your name forward on the 

coming 2020 election ballot 

As a prelude to categories of questions, I set out matters addressed herein as 13 assumed facts, 

which lead into 13 sectors for the 65 questions and sub-questions: If any of the 13 assumed 

facts are not correct (and sometimes I am relying on information from others or from 

registered records, which is/are not always correct) then please do correct me in your replies: 

Assumed Facts and Questions now follow to PM Jacinda and all MP’s and to NZ Government:  
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FACT ONE: 

ON the birth records of the father’s male line of PM Jacinda, it says his father and PM Jacinda’s 

grand-father is a man by the name of (Harry) Henry Wilshire Ardern: This is the male line where 

the surname of Ardern is sourced, which is used on the ballot paper and in NZ Parliament and 

internationally by PM Jacinda. 

PM Jacinda has held out to NZers that her surname is correctly Ardern, and that her birth 

records are correct when they show (David) Ross Ardern as her father, and where genetic 

records on-line state (Harry) Henry Wilshire Ardern is PM Jacinda’s male line grandfather. 

QUESTION ONE 

(a) Is it correct that your grand-father by genetic blood inheritance is not Harry/Henry 

Wilshire Ardern, but a man with another surname, a name which at this stage I simply 

refer to as Mr ‘M’………?   

(b) Will you and others agree to do a DNA test, to prove if (Harry) Henry Wilshire Ardern is 

your truthful genetic grandfather, or if some other presently unnamed man is?  

(c) Why do you purport to be an ‘Ardern’ on ballot papers and in genetic family records, 

and when representing NZ internationally, if by truthful blood analysis it becomes 

proven that you are not an Ardern by blood?  

(d) Is your truthful blood grandfather someone else from the MORMON Church or 

elsewhere, other than Henry Ardern, and if so, what is his name?  

(e) Will you tell me and NZ who in truth is your genetic blood-linked grandfather and father 

of your father, as this has a bearing on the blood in your veins, as well as your true 

inheritable surname and your inherited DNA?  

(f) In effect, if this matter has any truth to it, then it comes to core of the question: WHO 

REALLY ARE YOU PM JACINDA? 

QUESTION TWO 

(a) Is it correct that your father’s mother is Gwladys Majorie Ardern;  

(b) Is it correct that while married to (Harry) Henry Wilshire Ardern, she had an extra-

marital sexual affair with a man other than her husband Henry; 

(c) Is it correct from that sexual affair was secured the pregnancy resulting in the birth of 

your dad and your Uncle Ian, they being twins;  

(d) Is it correct that your dad and uncle Ian were each conceived by an act which can fairly 

be described as being illegitimate; 

(e) Is it correct your dad and uncle Ian were later quasi-legitimised by a form of secret 

adoption, but with their truthful father and their and your correct DNA, secreted and 

hidden?  

(f) If the above stated position is correct, did (Harry) Henry Wilshire Ardern willingly decide 

to, or was he convinced to, give the twins his surname, despite this proposition 

assuming that Henry was not their natural genetic father? 
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FACT TWO: 

PM Jacinda’s father (David) Ross Ardern is a member of the church group known as MORMON, 

or Jesus Christ of the Latter-Day Saints (‘LDS’ or MORMON). (David) Ross Ardern had, from 2012 

until around 2017, been the NZ High Commissioner to the Pacific Island of Niue. PM Jacinda has 

been called the ‘Daughter of Niue’- https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/watch-

pm-jacinda-ardern-honoured-called-daughter-niue-she-pledges-5m-renewable-energy 

PM Jacinda’s uncle Ian is also a member of the same church group known as MORMON. Uncle 

Ian in 2012 became one of the top 70 males of Mormonism worldwide; being titled respectively 

a member of the General Authority Seventy of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 

Saints.  At the time of his ‘call’, he had been serving as a member of the Eighth Quorum of the 

Seventy in the Pacific Area. Uncle Ian ‘Ardern’ is currently serving today as President of the 

Pacific Area. Uncle Ian is thereby one of the senior members worldwide of the MORMON 

Church, and with a specific jurisdiction over the MORMONS in the Pacific Region. PM Jacinda’s 

uncle Ian is said to receive about USD $120,000 each year for his senior role in the MORMON 

Church. 

The MORMONS are very effective and active at promoting their faith and in seeking new 

members. They are reported to presently have about 50,000 people they call missionaries 

worldwide, who have as a primary task door to door cold-calling, including to seek new Church 

recruitments and to raise cash funds. 

Each member, once enlisted, is required to tithe 10% of their annual income to the MORMON 

Church: Many members may fairly presume this to be used for church charitable purposes. 

One of my colleagues was recently approached by a Tongan lady, her being a member of the NZ 

Mormon church in NZ, and during the discussion that church member is said to have spoken 

very highly of PM Jacinda, as though PM Jacinda was still within that church. She also spoke 

about PM Jacinda’s uncle Ian being the leader of the MORMON Church in the Pacific Region. I 

am told she was crusading, and inviting my colleague to the new MORMON Church in Hamilton, 

if and when it re-opens. 

The MORMON Church has directly or indirectly invested, via its investing arm titled ‘Ensign Peak 

Advisors’, in about 1,600 different stocks, shares and bonds. These prior  secretive investment 

funds have been recently exposed by ex-MORMON whistleblower David Nielsen, he being a 

former senior portfolio manager at the Mormon Church investment division; and around 

November 2019 he has filed a complaint with the USA Internal Revenue Service, alleging the 

MORMON Church's leaders stockpiled USD $100 billion in surplus donations, rather than using 

them for charitable purposes as intended. See here: 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/whistleblower-accuses-mormon-church-hoarding-

145500704.html AND https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/mormon-church-

billions-investment-fund-top-stocks-ensign-apple-google-2020-2-1028920228?op=1#8-

facebook8  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/mormon-church-has-misled-members-on-100-billion-tax-exempt-investment-fund-whistleblower-alleges/2019/12/16/e3619bd2-2004-11ea-86f3-3b5019d451db_story.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/whistleblower-accuses-mormon-church-hoarding-145500704.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/whistleblower-accuses-mormon-church-hoarding-145500704.html
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/mormon-church-billions-investment-fund-top-stocks-ensign-apple-google-2020-2-1028920228?op=1#8-facebook8
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/mormon-church-billions-investment-fund-top-stocks-ensign-apple-google-2020-2-1028920228?op=1#8-facebook8
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/mormon-church-billions-investment-fund-top-stocks-ensign-apple-google-2020-2-1028920228?op=1#8-facebook8
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Here are the estimated figures, said to detail the MORMON Church’s top 10 shareholdings, 

around December 2019: 

MICROSOFT 9.5 million shares   

- Current market value about: USD $1.8 billion  
(this group was co-founded by its ex CEO Bill Gates, the latter now investing via 
himself and his foundation, billions in mass vaccinations; and with Bill Gates 
foundation today being the largest single donor to the WHO organisation) 

APPLE 5.4 million shares 

- Current market value about: USD $1.7 billion 

GOGGLE-ALPHABET 694,000 shares 

- Current market value about: USD $1.1 billion 

AMAZON 463,000 shares   

- Current market value about: USD $988 million  
(this on-line retail group’s profit soared during recent lockdowns; including with sales 
of hand sanitizers and face masks and gloves) 

INTEL 10.1 million shares 

- Current market value about: USD $679 million 

JOHNSON & JOHNSON 4.4 million shares 

- Current market value about: USD $665 million  
(this group was recently sued successfully to tune of billions of $’s in Nth American 
Courts due to a body talc powder being proven to be cancer causing (including 
ovarian cancer in women) and for other scandals, see here: 

      https://www.bbc.com/news/business-44816805     AND 

      https://www.drugwatch.com/manufacturers/johnson-and-johnson/ 

- but this huge corporate (said to be one of world’s largest health care companies)  still 
decided to continue to sell same poisonous powder outside Nth America, including in 
NZ – as well, this company sells hand-sanitizing gels, which have been government 
promoted during the recent lockdown, see here: 

https://www.bbc.com/news/business-44816805
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https://duckduckgo.com/?q=does+johnson+%26+johnson+sell+hand+sanitizing+

gels&iax=images&ia=images) 

As well Johnson & Johnson is involved in vaccine development and world sales  
https://homelandprepnews.com/countermeasures/46572-johnson-johnson-

expects-human-testing-of-covid-19-vaccine-by-sept-under-accelerated-timeline/) 

VISA 2.8 million shares 

- Current market value about: USD $596 million  
(this group stands to make windfall profits IF governments world-wide decide to 
prohibit cash as a currency) 

FACEBOOK 2.6 million shares 

- Current market value about: USD $561 million 

JP MORGAN – CHASE 3.5 million shares – but increased to over 4.0 million shares pre NZ 
lockdown 

- Current market about value: USD $479 million, with increase in value due to 
increased shareholding, maybe about $520 million. 
(this Group, via its nominee fund company, is second largest shareholder in NZ 
Countdown supermarket chain, via its shareholding in Woolworths Group Ltd 
Australia; and J P MORGAN-CHASE is a substantive nominee holder in the 4 largest 

Australian Banks, which also dominate the NZ banking market) 

UNITED HEALTH care 1.6 million shares 

- Current market value about: USD $479 million  
(A lawsuit, filed in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, argue 
that United–and likely other health insurers—have violated mental health parity laws 
by imposing arbitrary reimbursement penalties on psychotherapy services provided 
by psychologists and master’s level counselors). 

MERK (prior Merk Sharpe and Dom; now also MSD) about 4.5 million shares owned as at 
1 December 2019, and increased by about another 500,000 shares to about 5 million 
shares by 31 March 2020. This is probably the world’s largest medical supplier, 
including suppliers of face masks, gloves; and it is also a giant in vaccinations. 

In the months 1 December 2019 to 31 March 2020, the MORMON Church substantively 
increased some shareholdings, at least in each of JP MORGAN-CHASE, MERK, MICROSOFT, and 
VISA, and quadrupled its shareholding in ZOOM Video Communications; and in the same time 
period reduced shareholdings in some companies such as EXXON and MARRIOTT HOTELS 

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=does+johnson+%26+johnson+sell+hand+sanitizing+gels&iax=images&ia=images
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=does+johnson+%26+johnson+sell+hand+sanitizing+gels&iax=images&ia=images
https://homelandprepnews.com/countermeasures/46572-johnson-johnson-expects-human-testing-of-covid-19-vaccine-by-sept-under-accelerated-timeline/
https://homelandprepnews.com/countermeasures/46572-johnson-johnson-expects-human-testing-of-covid-19-vaccine-by-sept-under-accelerated-timeline/
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International and WELLS FARGO, and exited shareholdings in SLACK and BOX. An important 
question: did it do so with unlawfully provided insider information? 
 
Additional to the above investments are the Church’s cash, land 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/photo-essays/2012-07-12/the-mormon-global-business-empire   
which are said to include over 1,000,000 acres of land holdings in USA, including their 240,000 
acre Desert Ranch in Florida, and other extra land holdings in NZ, Australia, UK, Canada, 
Argentina, Brazil, etc; and other substantive assets like the Churches multi-billion Beneficial Life 
Insurance Company and its own created Utah Zions Bank Corporation (which was a few years 
back charged and fined by USA regulators for allegedly money laundering USD 12.9 BILLION in 
138 transactions, and was then part sold, but still with MORMON people in control): 
 
The MORMON Church opened a megamall across the street from its neo-Gothic temple in Salt 
Lake City. The estimated cost of the emporium, which features a retractable glass roof and 
fountains that spew choreographed bouts of water and fire, is USD $2 billion.  Besides malls, 
the Church’s businesses include owning and managing office parks, residential buildings, 
parking lots and more. One of its for-profit arms, Hawaii Reserves, even runs a water 
management company, sewage treatment works, and two cemeteries; and another runs a large 
Pacific Island reality park in Hawaii: 
 
In reality, the MORMAN Group is a very large GLOBAL BUSINESS EMPIRE, with 

favorable/unique tax free status, and with public fund raising to fund it worldwide business 

empire and financial market investments (fund raising called tithing).  

The MORMON Church is in the business of raising funds from its shareholder members via a 

non-negotiable fixed 10% tithing, which begins with various promotional measures, including 

cold-calling unaware members of the public to join their financial schemes which today are said 

to involve around USD $100 billion; and that its business is in the financial markets and involved 

with financial products: 

When PM Jacinda made lockdown decisions for NZ and all NZers in March 2020, she also 

directly and indirectly impacted positively on the financial worth of her family’s MORMON 

Church’s investments, especially in: 

 J P MORGAN-CHASE & Co (by favoring COUNTDOWN supermarkets over all butcher 

shops and greengrocers); as J P MORGAN-CHASE & Co (said to be originally part-

funded by Rothschild interests) and today a managing nominee shareholder in many 

Australian companies, including Woolworths Group Ltd which owns 100% NZ’s 

Countdown Supermarket chain; and also J P MORGAN is a substantive nominee 

holder in the 4 largest Australian Banks, which also dominate the NZ banking market; 

and 

 JOHNSON & JOHNSON and AMAZON, with sanitizer sales and other related products 

forced or in some manner coerced by/on all NZers; and 

 MERK with face masks, gloves and other medical product sales; and 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/photo-essays/2012-07-12/the-mormon-global-business-empire
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 JOHNSON & JOHNSON and MERK with future vaccinations; 

 and other MORMON investments in other benefitting corporates; 

and which would thereby benefit PM Jacinda’s MORMON father and MORMON mother, and 

her MORMON uncle Ian and her overall family, and thereby yourself: 

Another concern arises from the lockdowns themselves. After two months of devastating 

lockdown, doctors at one California clinic say they’ve seen more suicides than Covid-19 deaths 

and they’re not alone. But warning signs were there since day one - Some recent quotes are: 

 

“We’ve seen a year’s worth of suicide attempts in the last four weeks,” Dr Mike 

deBoisblanc, lead trauma surgeon at the John Muir Medical Center in Walnut Creek, 

California, told local media on Thursday, confirming the center had seen more deaths 

from suicide over the two-month lockdown period than deaths from coronavirus. 

Not only are the numbers of attempts “unprecedented” but so is their seriousness, 

according to a trauma nurse at the clinic.  

 

“I have never seen so much intentional injury,” nurse Kacey Hansen attested, adding the 

deaths are mostly young adults who are clearly not making “cry for help” suicidal 

gestures. “They intend to die.” 

 
Over 500 physicians signed a letter to President Donald Trump earlier this week pleading with 
him to end the economic shutdown, which they called a “mass casualty incident.” 
 
The signatories warned that as every last medical resource is devoted to the pandemic, not only 
are cancerous tumors going undetected and risk factors for heart disease and stroke 
multiplying, but suicide hotline call volume is up a shocking 600 percent. With these factors plus 
economic depression and stress feeding on each other, hundreds of millions of Americans are 
in very real danger of losing their lives over the next several months. This secondary pandemic 
unfolding in the long shadow of the Covid-19 shutdowns will be significantly more deadly than 
the virus itself. 

And in nearby Australia, this is the expert suicide CV-19 view: 

A spike in suicides triggered by Covid-19 lockdowns is expected to exceed deaths from the 
actual virus by a factor of 10 in Australia, according to researchers from Sydney University’s 
Brain and Mind Center, who published their findings last Thursday. 

In the best-case scenario, suicide rates will increase 25 percent, Professor Ian Hickie predicted, 
observing that 40 percent of those would be among young people. If the Australian economy 
continues to deteriorate, suicide rates could increase 50 percent.  
 
This would add 750 to 1,500 suicides to the annual average of 3,000 deaths from suicide, and 
Hickie observed that these increased rates could “persist for up to five years if the economic 
downturn lasts more than 12 months.” Putting it into perspective, the coronavirus pandemic by 

https://abc7news.com/suicide-covid-19-coronavirus-rates-during-pandemic-death-by/6201962/
https://www.scribd.com/document/462319362/A-Doctor-a-Day-Letter-Signed
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comparison has killed about 100 people in Australia, if all the CV-19 stated death certificates 
are to be believed; but extra deaths by lockdown caused suicide are estimated to be 750-1500. 
This shouldn’t be news for the public health officials (including the NZ Director-General) who 
crafted the lockdown policy. The warning signs were there from the very beginning. Suicide 
hotlines were already being flooded with calls just two weeks into the shutdown. As were 
domestic violence calls. 
 
In one 48-hour span in March, Knox County, Tennessee, USA saw nine suicides – more than the 

entire number of virus deaths in the entire state at that point.  

Portland, Oregon USA police said suicide threats and attempts had jumped 41 percent from the 

previous year, while one national suicide hotline reported a 300 percent increase in calls – 

again, in the first two weeks of lockdown.  

US President Donald Trump himself warned back in March 2020 that the lockdown would 

cause “suicide by the thousands,” only to be pooh-poohed by USA’s CDC and the media.  

And even the World Economic Forum was sounding the alarm back in early April 2020 about a 

coming mental health epidemic, deeming the massive global lockdowns the “world’s biggest 

psychological experiment”: 

Instead of heeding these red flags, public health officials (including the NZ Director-General) 

pushed along with their draconian plans, doing their best to maintain toxic levels of fear and 

stress. While they predicted millions (and later reduced dramatically to hundreds of thousands) 

of CV-19 deaths, by comparison tens of millions of Americans lost their jobs and livelihoods, 

while being told – in a turn of phrase that seemed almost designed to encourage suicidal 

thoughts – that they were “non-essential.”  

Kept from their friends and families by the same policies that robbed them of their income, it’s 

no surprise that so many turned to self-destructive suicidal or domestic violence behaviors. 

Another related public concern is about the present Director General of WHO, named Tedros 

Adhanom Ghebreyesus from Ethiopia. Some concerns are available from a world petition on 

web site change.org seeking to remove him from WHO (the petition being completely 

independent of the recent USA complaints/de-funding). Over 726,000 concerned people signed 

that petition seeking his removal. Here is summary I have at hand about this WHO leader: 

     The editor-in-chief of Lancet, a prominent medical journal, has in past called Tedros 
Adhanom Ghebreyesus a "Dictator-General" of WHO. 
 

     Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus became a member of the Tigray People's Liberation 
Front (TPLF), which was in the vanguard of the 1991 armed overthrow of Ethiopia's 
alleged Marxist dictator, Mengistu Haile Mariam.  Some reports and eye witnesses say 
TPLF acted as a terrorist group, to achieve its bloody military takeover ends.  
 

https://thefederalist.com/2020/03/27/more-people-died-from-suicide-than-coronavirus-in-tennessee-this-week/
https://www.valleynewslive.com/content/news/National-Suicide-Prevention-Hotlines-have-gone-up-300-amid-coronavirus-569069131.html
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      As Minister of Health in Ethiopia, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus  was able to form a 
close relationship with prominent figures including former American president Bill 
Clinton and the Clinton Foundation and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation . The 
former has been confirmed by some aviation records to have been a regular on the 
lolita express airplane of convicted pedophile Epstein, a book has been published 
about the multiple woman Bill Clinton is alleged to have raped, leaving his alleged 
trademark sign of a bitten lip on his victims. That book is titled “The Clintons War on 
Woman”, by NYT best-selling author Roger Stone and Robert Marrow.  That book 
outlines the role Hillary Clinton played in co-damaging woman targeted by her 
husband Bill. It also reports that DNA evidence suggests Hillary Clinton’s daughter 
was not fathered by husband Bill. There have been no successful actions by the 
Clintons of defamation in regard to that book, nor any successful legal steps by them 
to remove it from bookshelves. The latter man, Bill Gates, has publicly promoted 
mass vaccination of humans. Bill Gates is also a proponent of mass reduction in 
human population on planet earth.  

 
     A petition on change.org demanding the resignation in WHO of Dr Tedros, for his 

perceived capitulation to Chinese authorities and his past involvement in terror, 
received over 726,000 signatures.    

 
     Here is one named person's written perspective on Change.org of Dr Tendos' role in 

Ethiopia when in military opposition and later in control:        
"he is a member of the Apartheid, Criminal Party called TPLF, Tigre Liberation Front in 
Ethiopia that tortures, kills, robs, burns alive poor people in their huts, etc and above 
all that put the money from IMF and other different International Humanitarian 
Organizations given to the drought victims in their own pockets and let the starving 
people of the country die in hunger and sickness." 
 

     There are reports that during his term as Foreign Minister in Ethiopia, Dr Tedros 
oversaw mass killings in Ethiopia of peoples from different tribes to his. 
 

     There is a video about this WHO leader and WHO on BLAZETV: 
https://www.glennbeck.com/glenn-beck-the-world-health-organization-is-nothing-
more-than-a-chinese-communist-party-front-man 
 

      Another named person on Change.org refers to a different video and says:        
"Dr Tewodros Adhanom is a central committee member of the terrorist, murderer 
TPLF party, who killed thousands of Ethiopians. He should be accused by ICC for the 
genocide he & his part committed. He is incompetent to be the DG of WHO." Look at 
some of the crimes he is alleged to have been involved in:         
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_aEOUXrilhw   

  
      USA news media group FOX NEWS is severely critical in 2020 of Tedros Adhanom 

Ghebreyesus and his lack of honesty by allegedly inflating his resume to claim he 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bill_Clinton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clinton_Foundation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Change.org
https://www.glennbeck.com/glenn-beck-the-world-health-organization-is-nothing-more-than-a-chinese-communist-party-front-man
https://www.glennbeck.com/glenn-beck-the-world-health-organization-is-nothing-more-than-a-chinese-communist-party-front-man
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_aEOUXrilhw
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conquered malaria and HIV, and also critical of his supporting a terrorist 
organization and his incompetence as leader of world via WHO. See here: 
https://www.foxnews.com/world/who-chief-tedros-questionable-past-
coronavirus    
 

      Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus was accused of covering up 3 cholera epidemics in 
2006, 2009 and 2011 in his home country, Ethiopia, including during time when he 
was health minister.  The outbreaks were allegedly wrongly labelled as "acute watery 
diarrhea" (AWD) and not as cholera.  The accusation against was made by a 
prominent global health expert Larry Gostin (Georgetown Professor) who is also an 
informal adviser to Dr. David Nabarro, a rival candidate for WHO. director general. It 
was generally accepted that when Dr Tedros was in charge as heath minister of 
Ethiopia, at the very least, his ministry was known to discourage journalists from 
reporting about suspected cholera cases in his country. 

 
      Shortly after taking the WHO office Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus proposed Robert 

Mugabe, Zimbabwe's president at the time, as a WHO goodwill ambassador  to help 
tackle non-communicable diseases for Africa.  Dr Tedros said Zimbabwe was "a 
country that places universal health coverage and health promotion at the centre of 
its policies to provide health care to all". However, Mugabe's appointment was 
severely criticised, with WHO member states and international organisations saying 
that Zimbabwe's healthcare system had in fact gone backwards under his regime, as 
well as pointing out Mugabe's many human rights abuses.  It was also noted that 
Mugabe himself does not use his own country's health system, instead travelling to 
Singapore for treatment.  

   
      Only after days of outrage, not just from governments, but from human rights 

groups, who pointed to the deprivation that Mr Mugabe's regime had inflicted on its 
people, did Dr Tedros (he has PhD but is not a medical doctor - he received his PhD 
for  research investigating the effects of dams on the transmission of malaria in 
the Tigray region of Ethiopia) decide to withdraw his proposal. 

 
      Some observers said Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus had promoted Robert Mugabe, 

as a WHO goodwill ambassador, as Dr Tedros was returning a campaign 
favour.  Mugabe was chair of the African Union when Tedros was endorsed as a sole 
African Union candidate in a murky process that did not consider qualified 
alternatives like Michel Sidibé of Mali and Awa Marie Coll-Seck of Senegal. After a 
widespread condemnation, on 22 October 2017 Tedros rescinded Mugabe's goodwill 
ambassador role. 
 

      When Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus took office at WHO he promised to reform the 
organisation, and to tackle the illnesses that kill millions each year: malaria, measles, 
childhood pneumonia, HIV/Aids. His results to contain or reduce these world diseases 

https://www.foxnews.com/world/who-chief-tedros-questionable-past-coronavirus
https://www.foxnews.com/world/who-chief-tedros-questionable-past-coronavirus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgetown_University
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/03/health/the-campaign-to-lead-the-world-health-organization.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-41702662
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-41702662
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-communicable_disease
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dams
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malaria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tigray_region
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-41702662
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-41702662
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michel_Sidibe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Awa_Marie_Coll-Seck
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over 2 1/2 years have not been effective. 
 

     Dr Tedros has identified universal health coverage as his top priority at WHO...this 
being globalisation of health. 
 

     Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus served as a member of the High Level Task Force for 
innovative financing for Health Systems chaired by former World Bank President and 
Prime Minister of UK, Gordon Brown 

 
      In an interview he conducted with Devex in November 2014, after his involvement 

with the African Ebola outbreak (which killed about 11,315 people worldwide; 
whereas about 1 million die from pneumonia every year!), Dr Tedros discussed the 
importance of solidarity in overcoming the Ebola outbreak, and how the 'deadly' virus 
had transformed to a crisis beyond health.  Dr Tedros facilitated greater country 
ownership and urging countries to adhere to the WHO guidelines including the full 
implementation of the International Health Regulations as part of globalisation. 
 

      As part of Covid-19 Dr Tedros offered "effusive praise" to China for its containment 
measures, describing them as a "new standard for outbreak control", which was later 
severely criticized.  
 

     Dr Chan the prior leader of WHO, was criticised for a perceived over-reaction to the 
2010 swine flu outbreak, over which she declared a pandemic and advised countries 
to spend millions on medicines most did not, in the end, need.  Do we see the same 
WHO over-reaction now in 2020? 

 
QUESTION THREE - OIA question 

Is it correct that in about the first month of your ascending to the leadership of NZ, as 

NZ PM in 2017, you PM Jacinda arranged for and/or agreed to the appointment of your 

father David Ross Ardern to take-over the lead role as Administrator in the Pacific Island 

nation of Tokelau; with your colleague in NZ Parliament, Rgt Hon Winston Peters, being 

the NZ Government official to make the appointment?  

QUESTION FOUR 

(a) Are you or were you aware PM Jacinda that your father in such a role in Tokelau, would 

assist in bringing to the MORMON church more new members (and by default new 

Church income, via tithing) from the relatively poor island nation of Tokelau?  

(b) How does this action relate to your recent public condemnation of Church tithing? 

QUESTION FIVE - OIA questions 

(a) Are you or were you aware PM Jacinda that your father in the NZ High Commissioner  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_health_coverage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Health_Organization
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role in Niue (from 2012-2017), and his prior police commissioner role in Niue (from 

2005-2009) did assist in bringing to the MORMON church more new Niuean members 

(and by default new MORMON income, via tithing) from the small island nation of Niue?  

(b) The USA’s CIA on its website estimated that in 2011 about 10% of Niue people belonged 

to the MORMAN Church. What percentage of the total Niue population in May 2020 

now living on Niue Island today, are members of the MORMON Church?  

(c) The USA’s CIA on its website says Niue's population peaked in 1966 at 5,194, but today 

is about 2000. It records that “as of 2013, 23,883 people of Niuean ancestry lived in New 

Zealand - with more than 20% Niue-born; this means that there are about 15 times as 

many persons of Niuean living in New Zealand as in Niue, possibly the most eccentric 

population distribution in the world”. My question is, do you support the past and the 

on-going migration of Niue people to NZ? 

(d) Recently you, PM Jacinda, are reported to have attended a meeting with other world 

leaders in Niue. It is reported correctly? What was that meeting? 

(e) It is also reported that you required a plane to take you there, without public passengers 

thereon, at a cost to the NZ taxpayer of about nzd $100,000. Are these reports about 

the privacy in a plane and the extra cost to NZ Government correct or incorrect? 

(f) If correct, why did you need privacy on this plane trip and not fly on a regular flight? 

(g) Is it correct that you were welcomed by your father and mother and sister Louise and 

niece Bella, when arriving in Niue on a RNAF plane during a 2018 trip? 

(h) Did Rgt Hon Winston Peters travel with you on a trip to Niue; and if ‘yes’ why? 

(i) When you pledged $5 million to Niue for renewable energy (which is about nzd$2500 

per person in Niue), where did these NZ gifted funds come from? Was it by increasing 

NZ overseas debt; or was it from NZ’s tax payer income? Or was it from elsewhere? 

(j) Surely, while NZ is in high debt, it is not responsible to gift NZ taxpayers monies 

overseas: is it? 

(k) Why did you of your MORMON father not arrange for the MORMON Church to gift that 

nzd$5 million to Niue? That sum would have been only about 0.5% of that churches 

reported minimum annual income; and is that Church not meant to do charitable acts?  

(l) What have you pledged to NZ for increased renewable energy and/or also for adding 

solar energy to private homes, since 2017? 

(m) Is it correct that you are very close to your mum and dad, and is it also correct that on a 

2018 trip to Niue the following happened: “Ross Ardern, the High Commissioner to Niue 

and Ardern's father, bounded onto the RNZAF plane to greet his daughter, before 

delivering another welcome - and a big hug - at the bottom of the stairs”. 

(n) How many trips to Niue have you made since becoming NZ PM in 2017? 

QUESTION SIX - OIA questions 

(a) Are you or were you aware PM Jacinda that your father in such a NZ Police role and then 

a NZ High Commissioner role in Niue, did assist in bringing about one third of the Niuean 

MORMON members to NZ, for re-settling them in NZ?  
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(b) Supporting Niue conversion to MORMAN Church: how does this action relate to your 

recent public condemnation of that Church’s forced tithing? 

QUESTION SEVEN - OIA questions 

(a) Are you or were you aware PM Jacinda that in the Pacific island nation of Tonga, about  

64% of the total population are today listed as members of the MORMON Church  

(b) Are you or were you aware PM Jacinda that many Tongan MORMONS are encouraged 

by your uncle Ian and the MORMON Church to relocate to NZ? 

QUESTION EIGHT - OIA questions 

Are you or were you aware that in NZ today the total membership of the MORMON 

church is over 100,000 and growing? 

QUESTION NINE - OIA questions 

(a) Are you or were you aware of and/or do you agree with an ex-MORMON 2019 

whistleblower David Nielsen revelations, who says MORMON investments were in 2019 

in a range close to USD $100 billion; with annual cash earnings well over USD $1 billion 

per year?  

(b) When did you first become aware of this large investment in stocks, shares and bonds 

by the MORMON Church?  

(c) Given its funding arm from the public, and its reinvestment of funds raised in business 

how is it that the MORMON Church and its investment arm, is not considered to be a 

Pyramid scheme or a Ponzi scheme.  

(d) How does the MORMON CHURCH and its obvious investment arm, avoid the Securities 

and Exchange Laws in USA and in NZ, and in NZ its counterpart named Financial 

Market Authority Act 2011 and Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013, each of which say 

they strictly regulate raising monies from the public and reinvesting those monies so 

raised in the financial markets and/or in many business ventures and shares, like the 

MORMON Church does?  

(e) Can you advise if the MORMON Church has been granted an exemption to all NZ 

securities laws including the Financial Market Acts stated above, by the Governor-

General of NZ by Order In Council; which states the MORMON Church is not a 

financial participant?   

(f) If ‘yes’ to question 9(e) above, please advise when; and send me a copy of the Order In 

Council.  

(g) If ‘no’, to question 9(e) above, please advise me how you permit the MORMON Church 

to operate in NZ as a cash raiser from the NZ public, and a market participant in the 

business and financial market place, using these same cash funds raised from the public.  

(h) In the above described arena PM Jacinda, I read that Parliament has placed the lawful 

obligation on your shoulders; as S4 of the Financial Market Authority Act 2011states 

these words: “ 

“law enforcement or regulatory agency means any of the following: 
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any department of State that, with the authority of the Prime Minister, is responsible 

for the administration of any part of the financial markets legislation” 

The highlighted emphasis is mine.  

(i) Given that above stated clause in NZ law, can you advise PM Jacinda that, if you have 

not already, then will you provide authority for a NZ regulatory agency to begin 

investigations into the massive Financial Market transactions of the MORMON Church 

and its businesses and also its fund raising operations. 

(j) If not already actioned, when will you or the NZ Government authorise a NZ IRD 

investigation into the taxation of the MORMON Church and its members, including its 

Financial Market transactions and its businesses and its fund raising operations. 

QUESTION TEN - OIA questions 

(a) DID YOU DISCLOSE to your cabinet or caucus and/or to NZ Parliament and/or to the NZ  

public, the vested interests your family and the MORMON Church has in the above-

named corporations;  

(b) DID YOU DISCLOSE to your cabinet or caucus and/or to NZ Parliament and/or to the NZ  

public, how they were thereby to become beneficiaries of your compulsory/forced 

actions you imposed on all NZers, including the lockdown, including your chosen 

retailers NZers were forced to use and now use; and your required use of sanitisers and 

your recommended use of masks and gloves? 

(c) If you did not so disclose your obvious conflicts of interest; why not? 

QUESTION ELEVEN - OIA questions 

(a) Are you or were you aware that the MORMON Church increased its shareholding by 

about 600,000 shares in JP MORGAN CHASE & Co around 1 December 2019 – 31 March 

2020; also in this time period increasing its shareholding in pharmaceutical giant Merk 

by about 500,000 shares; and substantively reduced its shareholdings in oil giant EXXON 

and hotel group MARRIOTS and WELLS FARGO (another multinational)? 

(b) If aware, can you advise on exactly what dates the MORMAN church made each of these 

above stated shareholding changes in its investment portfolio in the quarter ended 31 

March 2020;  

(c) If not aware, can you investigate the exact dates and advise me of the exact dates these 

share purchases and sales were actioned, and if these share purchases were actioned 

before the world was widely advised of the purported pandemic you called Covit-19?  

(d) It seems some of these investment changes might have been assisted by inside 

information being passed to the MORMON Church or to some of its top 70 leaders, 

including to your father and/or mother and/or your uncle Ian; which if correct could give 

rise to a USA and NZ illegality named insider trading: 

(e) When choosing the name for the purported pandemic virus, did you or some others 

chose the name due to some inner meaning; and if not, I seek you to explain how was 

the name COVID-19 chosen: 
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(f) By example, the name COVID is very close to the word and action COVERT. Is there 

anything covert in the process and actions relating to the pandemic, and/or with any 

future plans relating thereto; 

(g) By example, the name COVID is said by some commentators to represent a planned 

process titled Certificate Of Vaccination I D (shortened to COVID). Is there anything in 

the process and actions relating to the pandemic, and/or with any future plans relating 

thereto, which could give rise to mass vaccinations and a vaccination certificate system? 

(h) Are you or anyone within NZ Government roles aware of any plans to force vaccinations 

on peoples in NZ: 

(i) If Covid-19 vaccinations are to arrive in NZ as part of any program, will you and all in 

your caucus agree to be the first to take and have such vaccinations; with some 

guarantee that the vaccination you each receive are random vials from exactly the same 

batch as to be available for the public; with you and your caucus receiving injection of 

such vaccinations a full 2 months prior to the public, to evident their relative safely: 

(j) If Covid-19 vaccinations are to arrive in NZ as part of any program, will you and all in 

your caucus ensure all substances inside or forming any part of the vaccinations are 

labelled correctly and fully, and made known to all NZers; 

(k) If Covid-19 vaccinations are to arrive in NZ as part of any program, will you and all in 

your caucus ensure that the originating source (e.g. from primates or other animals or 

via lab and/or GE creation) are labelled correctly and fully, and made known to all 

NZers; 

(l) If Covid-19 vaccinations are to arrive in NZ as part of any program, will you and all in 

your caucus ensure that any or all negative side-effects can be damage-recovered from 

the manufacturer in civil and/or criminal legal processes;  

(m) If Covid-19 vaccinations are to arrive in NZ as part of any program, will you and all in 

your caucus ensure that manufacturers and administering medical practitioners are not 

to be in any manner exempted from personal and other liability for any/all damaging 

side-effects caused by any vaccine products; and that such side effects and/or damage 

will not be a cost carried by NZers via the Accident Compensation Act or any other NZ 

cost/burden causing legislation or enactment or rule. 

QUESTION TWELVE - OIA questions 

(a) When you PM Jacinda made lockdown decisions for NZ and all NZers in March 2020, you 

also directly impacted negatively on the financial worth of many NZ businesses, 

including some then being in competition to the MORMON Church’s investments. By an 

example, I ask what do you and your Government say in reply PM Jacinda, to the Chief 

Executive Officer (CEO) of the NZ Mad Butcher retail chain, Michael Morton, who 

recently said (see interview here: 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/120618325/mad-butcher-stores-closed-after-

confusion-ceo-gutted  ) that he was gutted, after trying hard to get answers (which were 

not forthcoming) from the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment 

https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/120618325/mad-butcher-stores-closed-after-confusion-ceo-gutted
https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/120618325/mad-butcher-stores-closed-after-confusion-ceo-gutted
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(MBIE) about his company retail status prior to and for the 4 week lockdown, and he 

added:  

 

“I feel gutted by it, and I understand there’s been hundreds and hundreds of businesses that 

are going to be affected, but I feel that it was completely underhand in that they changed the 

rules after we had closed [on Wednesday]….. 

 

The company (Mad Butcher chain) had bought about $3 million worth of meat to meet the 

heavy demand, which could not be donated, or (not all) frozen, as staff could not re-enter the 

stores…..  

 

We bought all of this product and then they (PM Jacinda and her cabinet) changed the 

regulations after we closed [on Wednesday]……. 

 

Restaurants and cafes take about 20 to 25 per cent of meat sold in New Zealand, he said, 

while butchery shops take another 20 per cent. That means the two supermarket chains have 

to produce basically another 45 per cent more meat than what they currently sell to be able to 

meet the demand if everyone still eats the same amount of meat….. 

 

“Countdown’s Australian-owned, yes they employ … New Zealanders, but you’ve got New 

Zealand-owned small businesses that will go to the wall over this, yet Australian companies 

are going to profiteer massively.” 
 

And here https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12323143: 

 

Butchers have been left fuming at the Prime Minister saying they could always take 

phone and online orders with contactless delivery. “That was never made clear”, said 

the Mad Butcher group chief executive Michael Morton. 

 

(b) PM Jacinda, are you and your Government aware that Countdown NZ supermarkets are 

in effect not an Australian majority owned entity, but are majority USA owned? 

 

(c) PM Jacinda, are you and your Government aware that Countdown NZ supermarkets are 

indirectly part-owned by the MORMON Church; or if you claim this is not correct, advise 

me how you can prove it is not correct? 

 

(d) PM Jacinda, WHY REALLY DID YOU AND NZ GOVERNMENT FAVOUR THE USA 

CONTROLLED CONGLOMORATE Countdown Supermarket chain over the NZ owned Mad 

Butcher chain, in your selective lockdown process?  

 

(e) PM Jacinda, do you and/or any of your caucus feel in any manner responsible for the 

suicide death in Pukekohe NZ of the Mad Butcher store franchisee/owner and manager 

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12323143
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Roy Green (38); with his death occurring very soon after his Mad Butcher franchised 

business/shop was put into liquidation during your forced lockdown? See more about 

the late Roy Green, and him talking about the financial struggles your decision caused 

him, pre death here: 

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12331466 

 

(f) PM Jacinda, why did you not provide for some constructive and/or helpful response to 

Roy Green’s pre-death plea; or if you did advise me what it was? 

QUESTION THIRTEEN 

(a) Are you or were you aware that today COUNTDOWN supermarket chain is the biggest 

supermarket chain in NZ (with around 180 stores; c.f. New World with around 140, most 

being much smaller stores; and Pak ‘N’ Save with around 59 large stores); 

(b) Are you or were you aware that today COUNTDOWN supermarket chain is 100% owned 

by WOOLWORTHS GROUP LTD, based in Australia; 

(c) Are you or were you aware that today WOOLWORTHS GROUP LTD is the second largest 

company in Australia based on revenue turnover AND that it is over 65% owned by huge 

entities based in USA, including JP MORGAN nominees? 

QUESTION FOURTEEN 

(a) Are you or were you aware that today the 5 largest shareholding groups in 

WOOLWORTHS GROUP LTD are the USA sourced groups show herein: 

(i) HSBC Custody Nominees (Australia) Limited 321,117,717 - 25.51 %  

(ii) JP Morgan Nominees Australia Pty Limited 187,978,834 - 14.93 %  

(iii) Citicorp Nominees Pty Limited 85,719,165 - 6.81 %  

(iv) BNP Paribas Nominees Pty Ltd 80,232,593 - 6.37 %  

(v) National Nominees Limited 42,059,156 - 3.34 % 

 

(b) Are you or were you aware that today the SUBSTANTIAL SHAREHOLDERS notifications of 

WOOLWORTHS GROUP Ltd as at 1 August 2019 are: 

Black Rock Group 80,972,196 -   6.43%   AND 

The Vanguard Group, Inc 65,875,116 - 5.00%   

(c) Are you or were you aware that today the above named groups are some of the largest 

asset managers worldwide, who are said by their critics to have HUGE influence or 

control of corporations and politicians. 

 
QUESTION FIFTEEN - OIA questions 

(a) Can you confirm or deny that today the MORMON Church has direct or indirect 

shareholdings in Countdown Supermarkets in NZ, via Woolworth Group Ltd, or via any  

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12331466
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of the shareholders in Woolworth Group Ltd, and if so to what quantum?  

(b) If you are not aware, can you investigate and find out and advise me of the exact 

indirect shareholding interest of any MORMON Church entity or group or MORMON 

individuals and/or their related parties in any shares in Woolworth Group Ltd and/or in 

any of the Woolworth Group Ltd shareholders or nominees or fund managers? 

QUESTION SIXTEEN - OIA questions 

(a) Now you are aware PM Jacinda (if you were not also aware prior) that the MORMON  

Church has high investment stakes in both USA giant J P MORGAN-CHASE and sanitizer  

And vaccination giant JOHNSON & JOHNSON and the face mask and gloves and 

vaccination giant MERK, and that the Church increased its shareholding substantively in 

each in the 3 months ended 31 March 2020; can you advise if you will permit a full and 

open third party investigation into all and any communications you had with your father 

and/or with your uncle Ian and/or with any other MORMON Church member about any 

discussion or plans you had, to close-down NZ via your instituted lockdown, and/or 

about your choices of who NZers would be permitted to shop with and which shops 

would be opened or banned during the 4 week NZ lockdown.  

(b) Will you agree that such investigation is required to identify if any illegal insider trading 

has been effected via yourself or your position of PM and/or in your roles of trust on 

behalf of all NZers, or via your office or staff or others in any NZ Government roles. 

(c) Has NZ, under your leadership PM Jacinda, now banned all Johnson & Johnson cancer 

causing talc powders and other proven or suspect Johnson & Johnson products from all 

NZ retailer shelves? If not, why not? 

QUESTION SEVENTEEN - OIA questions 

Now you are aware (if you were not also aware prior) the MORMON Church has high 

investment stake in both US giant J P MORGAN-CHASE and the vaccination giant MERK, 

and increased its shareholding substantively in each in the 3 months ended 31 March 

2020; can you advise if you will permit a full and open third party investigation into all 

and any communications with any vaccination proponent or vaccination inventor or 

seller or related individual or group that you, or any member of your Government has 

had in past 12 months; including any communications on the vaccination subject that 

you, or any member of your Government has had in past 12 months with your father 

and/or with your uncle Ian and/or with any other MORMON Church member about any 

discussion or plans you have to vaccinate NZers, either voluntarily or forcibly. 

QUESTION EIGHTEEN - OIA questions 

(a) As NZ PM, are you and/or your Government permitting or supporting in 2020 the 

MORMON Church in NZ to remain as a tax deductible entity, whereby all donations or 

tithing made to it by members or otherwise become tax deductible in the gifters’ tax 

returns?  
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(b) If yes, please explain why?  

(c) If, no, please explain when such tax deductibility was stopped and by whom?  

(d) Please also explain how the cash fund raising, via tithing, which you are permitting in 

the NZ MORMAN Church, is any different to Pyramid schemes or Ponzi schemes which 

raise monies from the public and then invest such money raised in business ventures or 

in shares in third party corporates or partnerships? 

QUESTION NINETEEN - OIA questions 

(a) As NZ PM, are you and/or your Government permitting or supporting in 2020 the 

MORMON Church in NZ to receive any tax exemption rights, such as enabling any 

Church income earned in NZ or from assets or funds based or sourced in NZ or offshore,  

to be free of tax or to be at reduced tax rates;  

(b) If ‘yes’ please explain exactly what and why?  

(c) If, no, please explain when such tax deductibility was stopped and by whom?   

(d) Has the same Church received in any format, any hand-outs (cash or otherwise) or 

subsidies, from the NZ Government in the period 2017 to 2020, including any relating to 

the 2020 pandemic?  

(e) If ‘yes’, please advise the date of effect or transfers of any benefits to MORMON Church 

or its associated bodies/entities, and reasons and quantum of each payment or benefit 

they received? 

QUESTION TWENTY - OIA questions 

(a) You were brought up in your early life, at least until post age 21 years, as a MORMON; is 

that correct?  

(b) It has been reported that you have since left the Church. Is this correct?  

(c) If correct, on what exact date and at what age did you leave the MORMON Church;  

(d) If you did leave, did you leave voluntarily or were you banned on-going attendance; 

(e) Have you ever been classified as an apostle or some similar classification by anyone in 

the MORMON Church or by the Church itself?  

(f) Despite any departure by you PM Jacinda (purported or real or fake) from the MORMON 

Church in your 20’s, is it correct you still talk regularly with your MORMON parents, and 

with your MORMON uncle Ian? 

QUESTION TWENTY-ONE - OIA questions 

(a) Since leaving the MORMON Church (if you left) have you ever returned to the Church or 

to any of their congregations?   

(b) When sharing meals with you parents and/or uncle Ian in 2017-2020, did/do you 

participate in any MORMON or other prayers?  

(c) When sharing meals with you parents and/or uncle Ian in 2017-2020, did/do you 

participate in any discussions about MORMON business or religion?  
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(d) How often each year from 2015 – 2018 on average, and specifically in 2019 and 

specifically in 2020 to date, would you meet with your MORMON parents and/or your 

MORMON uncle Ian, and/or other MORMONS? 

QUESTION TWENTY-TWO - OIA questions 

(a) Your wider family’s commitment is first and foremost to the MORMON Church, is that  

correct? 

(b) Given the largest MORMON Church investment (about USD $1.8 billion or about NZD $3 

billion) is in multi-national corporate MICROSOFT, and given Bill Gates was co-founder 

and ex CEO and present co-shareholder of MICROSOFT, and given Bill Gates foundation 

is now (with USA withdrawal) the largest single funder of the WORLD HEALTH 

ORGANISATION (“WHO”) and also a large funder of virus  projection data (albeit 

substantively wrong projections), and also with direct links to Johns Hopkins University 

and to vaccination manufacturers, and also given Bill Gates has been heard to say his 

virus vaccine if distributed worldwide to about 7 billion people as he proposes, might kill 

about 700,000 people: my questions is will your vaccine dose be exactly the same does 

type as masses receive, or will you and your colleagues and/or families and/or  

MORMON Church receive a special safer dose?  

(c) How PM Jacinda can you be a responsible unbiased leader of NZ, or even a politician in 

NZ or elsewhere with such family bias toward the huge corporates MORMON’S invest 

in; and their vested financial interests in all the items you are either forcing NZers 

and/or coercing NZers to send $ on and use? 

(d) You have made public statement indicating you are in some manner devoted or 

supportive toward ‘WHO’ and their proclamations re recent virus; When USA raises 

serious concerns, you ignore them.  Why have you and NZ Government ignored the USA 

stated concerns about WHO?   

(e) Advise me what number of deaths are required to classify anything as a pandemic? I 

cannot understand how 21 Covid-19 deaths in NZ are even remotely like a pandemic; 

and I note about 300,000-600,000 people die each year worldwide from influenza; and 

about another 1 million people die each year worldwide of pneumonia; and about 

another 1.2 million die each year worldwide from motor vehicle accidents; but none of 

these causes are ever classified as being pandemics in past 70 years, were they? 

(f) In the time period from 1 February to 1 June, advise me how many people in NZ in the 

same months of each of 2018, 2019 and 2020 died from: (i) influenza; and (ii) 

pneumonia; and (iii) motor vehicle accidents; and (iv) cardiovascular disease; and 

suicides: 

(g) I ask if you and the NZ Government will investigate the allegations (including those 

recorded herein) about Director General of WHO, named Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus 

from Ethiopia: If not, why not? 
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(h) I seek your and your NZ Governments reply comment on each point about this same 

man in the FACT 2 section above and any connections he might have to Ethiopian 

Mohammed Hussein Al Amoudi, also operating as a Saudi Arabian billionaire businessman: 

(i) Given the statements above alleging and/or describing the WHO leader, I seek to hear 

from PM Jacinda why she still supports WHO after USA dissolved its support of WHO 

due in part to the on-going presence in WHO of its leader Tedros Adhanom 

Ghebreyesus. 

(j) Did you read the petition signed by over 726,000 people to remove Tedros Adhanom 

Ghebreyesus from WHO? What do you PM Jacinda and your caucus, say to those 

726,000+ people? 

(k) I refer to the allegations, facts and reports revealed in the book named above and titled 

The Clintons War on Woman”, by NYT best-selling author Roger Stone and Robert 

Morrow. Despite Roger Stone being later discredited for matters not specific to this 

book, and given the facts in this co-authored book have not been lawfully discredited, 

thereby how can you PM Jacinda while representing NZers in NZ Parliament, meet with 

Hillary Clinton in NZ or elsewhere and exchange presents; and why did our PM Jacinda 

seek to and get published her selfie-picture side by side with Hillary Clinton; as is shown 

PM Jacinda did so do, on this web link:                                                          

https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/first-photo-jacinda-ardern-hillary-

clinton-pose-pic-after-breakfast-meeting-today 

(l) Given that Hillary Clinton was well-publicised and shown to be ‘crooked’ (e.g. her 

deletion of many relevant indicting emails) during her prior Presidential campaign in 

USA; and how it is revealed in the above-named book that Hillary gave the executive 

order which saw about 26 children killed by force in the WACO ‘incident’ in USA, how 

can you PM Jacinda, while representing NZers in NZ Parliament, meet with Hillary 

Clinton in NZ, exchange presents and also support the presence in NZ of Hillary Clinton 

in 2018 as a  guest speaker at an event (costing from $195, with a VIP seat costing $495) 

titled 'An Evening with Hillary Rodham Clinton' at NZ’s Spark Arena.  

(m) How is it, that NZ under the leadership of PM Jacinda Ardern, in 2018 treated and 

virtually sponsored an alleged felon (Hillary Clinton) to some sort of superstar status, on 

whom NZers might well model their behavior? 

(n) Did Hillary Clinton seek a fee from anyone for or to appear in NZ as a guest speaker in 

2018?  

(o) If ‘yes’, what was that fee, and who was going to or who did pay it? 

(p) Did the NZ Government and/or anyone else guarantee a minimum or fixed fee or any 

expense recovery, for Hillary Clinton to appear in NZ as a guest speaker in 2018?  

(q) If the book named above is not enough to warn our PM Jacinda about not associating 

with this ‘women who hurts women’, then these additional published books surely do.  

 ‘Target: Caught in the Crosshairs of Bill and Hillary Clinton’ by Kathleen Willey. 

Target contains never-before-released details of the intimidation campaign 

launched to silence Kathleen...one way or the other. It provides new insight not just 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohammed_Hussein_Al_Amoudi
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into the death of Kathleen's husband - on the same day that Bill Clinton assaulted 

Kathleen in the Oval Office - but into Bill's sexual addiction and Hillary's compulsive 

enabling; and 

 ‘Crisis of Character: A White House Secret Service Officer Discloses His Firsthand 

Experience with Hillary, Bill, and How They Operate’ this became a #1 New York 

Times bestseller, by former secret service officer Gary Byrne, who reveals what he 

observed first hand of Hillary Clinton's character and the culture inside the White House 

while he was personally protecting the First Family; and 

 ‘Guilty as Sin: Uncovering New Evidence of Corruption and How Hillary Clinton 

and the Democrats Derailed the FBI Investigation’ by New York Times bestselling 

author Edward Klein, who asks that when FBI Director James Comey announced in July 

that Hillary Clinton would not be indicted for allegedly mishandling classified information, 

had the Clintons escaped justice once again? He concludes that there is far more behind 

Comey's press conference than meets the eye -- and a minefield of email evidence between 

Hillary and the White House; and 

 ‘Clinton Cash: The Untold Story of How and Why Foreign Governments and 

Businesses Helped Make Bill and Hillary Rich’ by New York Times bestselling author 

Peter Schweizer, in which he investigates donations made to the Clinton Foundation by 

foreign entities. ‘Clinton Cash’ is an investigation of the foreign benefactors of Bill and 

Hillary Clinton and the Clinton Foundation. It investigates alleged connections between 

Clinton Foundation donors and Hillary Clinton's work at the State Department. The book 

argues that the Clinton family accepted lavish donations and speaking fees from foreign 

donors at times when the State Department was considering whether to award large 

contracts to groups and people affiliated with those donors. One of those donors include 

Mohammed Hussein Al Amoudi, an Ethiopian and Saudi Arabian billionaire businessman.  

Writing for The Washington Post, academic and political activist Lawrence Lessig wrote "On 

any fair reading, the pattern of behavior that Schweizer has charged is corruption. Ed 

Pilkington, writing for The Guardian, reported that it was factually correct that "large 

donations to the foundation from the chairman of Uranium One, Ian Telfer, while Hillary 

Clinton was secretary of state, were never disclosed to the public”. The multimillion dollar 

sums were channeled through a subsidiary of the Clinton Foundation, CGSCI, which did not 

reveal its individual donors. Some chapters in the book focus on particular transactions or 

deals, such as the creation of UrAsia Energy and Uranium One in Kazakhstan, and the 

connection shareholders had and have to the Clintons. Other chapters focus on a broader 

set of relationships, particularly with regard to Bill Clinton's paid speeches during the years 

Hillary Clinton served as Secretary of State, and whether those paying for his speeches had 

significant business before the USA’s State Department. 

My question about these 4 extra listed books and the 1 prior book, and the details 

revealed therein, is did our PM Jacinda, via her staff or via NZ’s secret service office or 

personnel, gain access at any time prior to or during her meeting with Hillary Clinton in 

May 2018, to the information presented in some or all of the 5 above books. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohammed_Hussein_Al_Amoudi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Washington_Post
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Lessig
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranium_One
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kazakhstan
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(r) If PM Jacinda did gain access to all or some of the information set out in these 5 books; 

when did that insight first take place? These dates are sought in regard to each serious 

publicized allegation raised in each of these 5 books against either Bill Clinton or Hillary 

Clinton. 

(s) Does PM Jacinda accept prima facea each serious criminal allegation made against 

either Bill Clinton or Hillary Clinton in each of these 5 books? 

(t) Does the NZ Government and/or its Justice Department and/or the NZ serious fraud 

office accept prima facea each serious criminal allegation made against either Bill 

Clinton or Hillary Clinton in each of these 5 books? 

(u) If PM Jacinda rejects any serious criminal allegation made against either Bill Clinton or 

Hillary Clinton in each of these 5 books; I seek to be told which exact ones she rejects 

and the reasons why. 

(v) If the NZ Government and/or its Justice Department and/or the NZ serious fraud office 

rejects any serious criminal allegation made against either Bill Clinton or Hillary Clinton 

in each of these 5 books; I seek to be told which exact ones are rejected and reasons. 

(w) What did and/or do the NZ secret service or other NZ Government investigating teams 

report to PM Jacinda and/or to the NZ Government and/or to all NZers, about any 

information about either Bill Clinton or Hillary Clinton, including any information stated 

in any of these 5 books just listed.  

(x) I seek a copy of all the reports (including, but not limited to the allegations raised in 

each of these 5 books) by all NZ Government agents or NZ Embassies or NZ secret 

service or other NZ Government investigating teams about either Bill Clinton and/or 

Hillary Clinton. 

(y) What exact present did PM Jacinda present as a gift to Hillary Clinton in May 2018. 

(z) Who paid for the gifted present from PM Jacinda to Hillary Clinton in May 2018? Was it 

PM Jacinda personally, or the NZ Government and thereby the NZ people, or did some 

other person or entity pay for that gift, and if so who? 

(aa) Who paid for the cost of food or drinks at the café PM Jacinda shared time and 

food/drinks with Hillary Clinton in May 2018? Was it PM Jacinda personally, or the NZ 

Government and thereby the NZ people, or did some other person or entity pay for that 

food and drinks, and if so who? 

(bb) I seek PM Jacinda and/or the NZ Government to advise me of the total number of times 

in PM Jacinda’s life that she has met with either Bill Clinton and/or Hillary Clinton, and 

the date and places of each meeting, and purpose of each meeting. 

(cc) Why did NZ, under PM Jacinda, not ban both Bill and Hillary Clinton from ever entering 

NZ; and thereby set an example to the free world, that the Clinton’s unchallenged joint 

bad behavior, as reported in each book named above and evident during 2016 USA 

election campaign, is unacceptable to NZ’s moral standards, implemented in NZ? 

QUESTION TWENTY-THREE  - OIA questions 

(a) PM Jacinda, I am concerned about a reported directive by WHO and others, including in  
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NZ, that some death certificates are or were to be ‘doctored’, perhaps with an intent to 

maximize the death numbers purportedly caused by CV-19.  Can you confirm if any such 

directive that some death certificates be ‘doctored’, was true or not true. 

(b) Here are two separate persons saying this was true; one the very successful business 

man EIon Musk, of Tesla Vehicle fame, here: 

https://www.brighteon.com/cf670c3b-9c2e-4f48-8ff9-0edf94778490 ;  

and the other being two respected USA Bakersfield, California doctors of medicine, 

being Dr. Dan Erickson and Dr. Artin Massih here:  

youtube.com/watch?v=3f0VRtY9oTs 

(c) To me, the doctoring of any death certificate should be classified as a fraud, and be 

criminal. Do you and the NZ Government agree tampering with death certificates or 

reporting untruthful or speculative information thereon is ground for a claim of fraud?  

(d) If not, why not? 

(e) This worldwide death certificate matter seems to be a move ushered in by WHO. Do you 

support WHO with this method and practice, and if yes why?  

(f) If you don’t support this deceitful practice, will you speak out about it publicly?  

(g) I seek that you and/or NZ Government send to me a list of a deaths in NZ stated as being 

CV-19 (or your Covit-19 tag) deaths on the death certificate, and list beside each death 

the age of person and what other diseases they had at time of death, and if all disease 

they suffered from are on death certificate, or only Covid-19? I do not need name of 

each victim; just details I ask for above. 

(h) By example, here is a report from UK about one of the many deaths that seem to be 

falsely reported as CV-19, when not being so. There are also many like cases in USA. Will 

you seek NZ to fund any investigation into the epidemic of false death certificates PM 

Jacinda? You could require part of NZ’s contribution to WHO to be used for this 

purpose. Will you ask for someone in UK Government to investigate this report, which 

suggests alleged fraud on a UK death certificate? 

 

 'Presumed COVID-19' 

 

Sir-my mother died last week in a care home aged 89. When my brother registered her 

death, as expected the cause given was "frailty due to old age", but he was surprised to 

see the doctor certifying the death had added "presumed COVID-19" an inclusion that 

had also shocked the home's manager. 

 

The day before my mother died my brother was allowed to sit with her for an hour. His 

temperature was checked before he was admitted, but there was no form of isolation 

and none of the home's staff was wearing personal protective equipment. 

 

https://www.brighteon.com/cf670c3b-9c2e-4f48-8ff9-0edf94778490
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If doctors are attributing all deaths in care homes to COVID-19, it makes a nonsense of 

any statistics and does great reputational damage to both individual care homes and to 

the care industry as a whole. 

 

Tony Parkinson - Christchurch, County of Dorset, UK, May 2020 

(i) I am also concerned about the number of collateral or like deaths, that have arisen in NZ 

as a direct or indirect result of the lockdown you and your Cabinet forced on NZ. I have 

raised the suicide death of Mad Butcher franchisee owner, Roy Green; I now ask the NZ 

Government and/or you to send to me all relevant documents which relate to their best 

estimate or exact figures of all deaths in NZ from 1 February 2020 to 1 June 2020 for or 

from any of the following causes: 

 Suicide; and/or 

 Death by a disease which happened due to sick patient not being permitted in 

hospital; and/or 

 Death by medical misadventure in hospital or out (these usually are about 4,000 

a year in NZ); and/or  

 Death by aged persons in care home (including while family banned from seeing 

them); and/or 

 Death caused or attributed to fear or stress; and/or 

 Death caused by use of ventilator; and/or 

 Death caused by isolation, or use of face masks, the later limiting oxygen flow to 

lungs. 

(j) Medical problems can arise from prolonged use of face masks, I recount this recorded 

experience and ask for your feedback PM Jacinda on this catastrophe and ask; do you 

ever as tell yourself that you are the person primary responsible for this young lady’s 

pain and anguish and disease and loss of work:    

 

Post by Raylene Short, on behalf of her friend 30th May 2020, available to be read on 

FACEBOOK site titled Real Insight NZ: 

"My daughter. 19 yrs old. Healthy. Frontline worker at a huge grocery store chain. 

Started feeling sick about two weeks ago. Side and back pain. Nausea.  Chest pain. 

Primary doc sent her for chest x-ray. Something "lit up" on right side. Sent for MRI. Cat 

scan. Ultra sound of back and abdomen areas. NOTHING… While at work was unable to 

breathe. Chest pain. Rushed to e.r. Quarantined. Tested for covid. Young. By herself 

because no one can be with her. Turns out its pleurisy. An inflection of the outside of the 

lining of the lungs. They basically tell her...It's because she has been wearing a mask for 

over 8 hours a day 5-6 days a week. Breathing in her own bacteria + Carbon dioxide. 

Caused an infection. And now she is in severe pain. Has to be off work with no pay…But 

you won’t see that on social media! She's 19. Healthy. And now is bed bound and 

struggling to breathe. Antibiotics. Steroids. Breathing treatments." 
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(k) I note the recent world news about the huge rise in suicides - why is NZ NOT reporting 

these to the NZ public with the same fanaticism and regularity that you reported daily 

new CV-19 cases and deaths PM Jacinda? Are you requiring suicide deaths in NZ to be 

kept relatively secret from the public? 

(l) What do you and NZ Government say about this suicide phenomena, described recently 

by experts and repeated in FACT 2 above?  

(m) In NZ PM Jacinda why did you and your Cabinet force this lockdown on NZ, without fair 

prior democratic and nation-wide involvement? 

(n) Are you and/or your experts in NZ aware that prolonged isolation is profoundly 

unhealthy in and of itself? A study published recently found isolation increases all-cause 

mortality by 50 percent, with an additional cardiovascular risk caused by lack of financial 

support – and that’s saying nothing of the mental health risk, which has long been 

known to scientists. What do you reply to about this expert evidence? 

(o) Did you consider before lockdown, the longer term health and economic devastation 

that you and your caucus intent and actions could or has or will cause in NZ and to 

NZers?  

(p) If ‘yes’, I seek copies of all such considerations, with papers showing the weight you 

and/or your caucus gave to each eventuality damaging or potentially damaging to NZers 

health and or economic well-being. 

(q) Is it that suicide deaths of NZers are of no concern to you PM Jacinda--- but that CV-19 

deaths were?   

(r) Or was the lockdown what your family’s MORMAN Church and the WHO leader each 

wanted? 

(s) Why were you linked and aligned to the desires and urgings of the above named two 

groups you seem devoted to and determined to support, and whereby you so willingly 

delivered?  

(t) Was the lockdown, and the economic benefits it ensured would flow to the multi-

national corporates your family’s MORMON Church is so heavily invested in, your and 

your caucus’s real objective after all? 

 

 

FACT THREE: 

REFER:      https://www.wsj.com/articles/mormon-church-cancels-services-world-wide-amid-

coronavirus-crisis-11584054479     

12 March 2020 ---The MORMON Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints said it was canceling 

services and other public gatherings indefinitely in response to the spread of the new 

coronavirus. With more than 16 million members world-wide and six million in the U.S., the 

https://www.upi.com/Health_News/2020/05/21/Social-isolation-increases-risk-for-COVID-19-other-health-problems-studies-say/9181590087471/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mormon-church-cancels-services-world-wide-amid-coronavirus-crisis-11584054479
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mormon-church-cancels-services-world-wide-amid-coronavirus-crisis-11584054479
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Mormon Church become the largest religious group to self-cancel religious services, and did 

this prior to NZ’s Government lockdown and prior to the USA lockdown.  

NZ Government announced NZ’s lockdown to level 4 on 11.59 pm on 25 March 2020. This was 

13 days AFTER our PM’s family MORMON Church worldwide lockdown. Alert level two began 

on 21 March 2020, which was also post the Mormon Churches worldwide decision and public 

declaration to lockdown.  

It seems it is not just MORMONS who are seeking a safe place to hide in NZ. NZ based writer 

Darius Shahtahmaseb, a legal and political analyst who focuses on US foreign policy in the 

Middle East, Asia and Pacific Region and who is a qualified lawyer in two international 

jurisdictions, recently says: 

“New Zealand has become the go-to place for billionaires escaping a hypothetical apocalyptic 

scenario. Scattered across the country are a number of underground bunkers designed to keep 

the ultra-wealthy safe and sound in an emergency. 

According to Bloomberg, there is a vast underground shelter network not far from where I live, 

just north of Christchurch, built by manufacturing company Vivos, that can house 300. 

Meanwhile, another such company, Rising S Co, has allegedly built 10 private bunkers across the 

country and kitted out dozens more. They can cost as much as US$8 million to construct, and 

include such features as games rooms, shooting ranges, gyms and surgical beds. One Saudi 

national has allegedly requested a heliport at his James Bond-style subterranean hideaway, 

which connects to an underground mosque. It had a price tag of about US$60 million. 

 It’s been suggested that a number of Silicon Valley elites have already escaped the US and 

sought refuge in New Zealand. US businessman Mihai Dinulescu and his wife are seeing out the 

pandemic on New Zealand’s Waiheke Island, where he quipped to the press that they planned to 

go “billionaire hunting.”  PayPal co-founder Peter Thiel owns a 193-hectare former sheep 

station in New Zealand, and he has also been advising the government through his data-mining 

firm Palantir about the use and management of tracking data during the COVID-19 crisis. 

And what is the international fascination with New Zealand anyway? Haven’t these tech-giant 

CEOs and ultra-wealthy sycophants read former member of parliament Peter Dunne’s op-ed in 

which he described New Zealand as an “increasingly Orwellian society?” Have they not read 

Victoria University’s political analyst Dr Bryce Edwards’ post in The Guardian questioning the 

slow but very real erosion of New Zealand’s democracy. The New Zealand that the super-rich 

have come to admire is very different to the one in which police officers shot dead a suspected 

criminal earlier this week, or that in which police dragged, punched and kicked a 13-year-old 

boy last year. However, if you’re working out in your underground gym, you probably don’t need 

to care too much what happens in the outside world.” 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-04-19/-we-needed-to-go-rich-americans-activate-pandemic-escape-plans?sref=SCKvL4TY&utm_campaign=socialflow-organic&cmpid=socialflow-twitter-business&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_content=business
https://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/homed/120623161/billionaire-bunkers-nz-amongst-places-where-elite-may-ride-out-coronavirus
https://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/homed/120623161/billionaire-bunkers-nz-amongst-places-where-elite-may-ride-out-coronavirus
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/coronavirus/121206814/coronavirus-peter-thiels-tech-firm-palantir-had-talks-with-nz-government-about-covid19
https://time.com/4566657/donald-trump-election-new-zealand-immigration-website/
https://www.newsroom.co.nz/2020/04/15/1129673/end-this-orwellian-version-of-nz
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/apr/16/new-zealands-fight-against-covid-19-looks-successful-but-democracy-is-under-threat
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12325942
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12326937
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DEBT- NZ has borrowed ‘big time’ to fund its socialist hand-out policies, arising due to the NZ 

Government forced lockdown. George Soros has advised countries to borrow perpetually via 

what he calls Perpetual Debt or Bonds. George says these are also known as Consols. Given their 

long history, references to ‘Consols’ can be found in many places, including in the books ‘Pride and 

Prejudice’ by Jane Austen, ‘David Copperfield’ by Charles Dickens,  ‘Vanity Fair’ by William Makepeace 

Thackeray, and ‘Of Human Bondage’ by William Somerset Maugham: 

QUESTION TWENTY-FOUR - OIA questions 

(a) Are you or were you aware that the MORMON Church put all its members and staff into 

an indefinite lockdown around 12 March 2020; being about 2 weeks before you ordered 

NZ into the same sort of complete lockdown?  

(b) If you were aware, when did you become aware of the MORMON Church decision to 

lockdown?  

(c) Did you disclose this Church’s prior decision with any colleagues or members in NZ’s 

Parliament;  

(d) If yes, when; and if not why not? 

(e) In the Black’s Law dictionary, it says: Definition of ‘INDEFINITE IMPRISONMENT’: the 

term used to describe being imprisoned when no time limit has been set.  

(f) PM Jacinda, what has your father and uncle Ian told you about the MORMON definition 

of ‘indefinite’, with their Church lockdown? 

(g) When do you and your caucus plan for NZ to 100% exit the 2020 lockdown; such that NZ 

is out of all alert levels?   

QUESTION TWENTY-FIVE - OIA questions 

(a) Did you or anyone close with you talk with your father or your mother or your uncle Ian 

or your uncle Keith or their wives or friends or children, or any other of your relations, 

about the intent of the MORMON church to lockdown indefinitely, at any time in the 

period prior to your and NZ Government lockdown decision of 25 March 2020?  

(b) If yes, when did any discussions first begin to your knowledge about the MORMON 

Church lockdown? 

(c) When did you tell caucus and/or NZ Government of the MORMON Churches lockdown? 

QUESTION TWENTY-SIX 

Are you familiar with the MORMON churches roots, in that when it began around 1830 

by Mr Joseph Smith et al, it had a deliberate and determined policy (said to be direction 

coming from the MORMON God) of polygamy and racist anti-black; with some then 

MORMON leaders having dozens of wives?  

QUESTION TWENTY-SEVEN 

The second MORMON leader, Brigham Young, who lead the MORMONS to SALT LAKE  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pride_and_Prejudice_(novel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pride_and_Prejudice_(novel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jane_Austen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Copperfield_(novel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Dickens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vanity_Fair_(novel)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Makepeace_Thackeray
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Makepeace_Thackeray
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Of_Human_Bondage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Somerset_Maugham
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City in Utah USA, wrote that polygamy was: “one of the best doctrines ever published.” 

Do you agree or disagree with that past MORMAN leader Brigham Young and his above-

quoted statement? 

QUESTION TWENTY-EIGHT 

(a) Are you familiar that there exists a MORMON Church alternative today, being those 

calling themselves Fundamentalist MORMON, and that the latter church still practices 

polygamy or its like today, with some form of multiple females allocated per breeding-

age male?  

(b) If you became aware of any polygamy today in NZ, or some form of multiple females per 

breeding-age male in NZ; would you support this practice, or would you take steps to 

stop this practice? 

(c) Are you or were you aware that the MORMON Church today has only 3 black persons 

among its top 70 worldwide managers/controllers;  

(d) Are you or were you aware that the MORMON Church today has no women among its 

top 70 worldwide managers/controllers;  

(e) Now you are aware (if you were not prior aware) what do you say about such a white 

male controlling supremacy structure with about USD $100 billion in invested assets and 

advantaged tax status, and continuing daily to raise it funds form the public and/or 

members for future business investments via tithing? 

QUESTION TWENTY-NINE - OIA questions 

(a) Are any of the claims made above in FACT THREE about or by NZ by writer Darius 

Shahtahmaseb incorrect; 

(b) If ‘yes’, which ones are incorrect? 

(c) If ‘no’, why and how are these high wealth individuals quickly getting passports or 

resident status to live in NZ, and how is this happening without public knowledge? 

(d) Are high net worth individuals being encouraged to come here and live in NZ by you and 

/or by NZ Government?  

(e) If ‘yes’ to above question, why are they being so encouraged; could it be linked to help 

pay or service the huge new debt you have added onto all NZ citizens PM Jacinda? 

QUESTION THIRTY - OIA questions 

(a) What is the new debt quantum you and your Government have borrowed in total since 

October 2017; seek new debt quantum specifically month by month since 1 December 

2019 to 1 June 2020? 

(b) As well as advising me of quantum of new debt in the above time periods, I seek to be 

told what are the interest rates; and are interest rates fixed or adjustable by lender or 

bond; and who was it borrowed from; and when and how is it to be repaid? 

(c) I also seek to be told of total guarantees and/or indemnities NZ Government or and/or 

NZ Treasury has entered into month by month since 1 December 2019 to 1 June 2020?  
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(d) If you and NZ Government can borrow say a new 20 to $50 billion in 2020, how is it that 

you cannot borrow more to on-lend to NZers on similar Govt borrowed terms, thereby 

suspending need for overseas controlled bankers to operate in NZ? 

(e) Do you support the Perpetual Bond or Consol debt George Soros recommends? 

(f) Why don’t you implement a policy to reduce the burden on NZers from banks; and to 

stop the profits by banks being taken outside NZ each year? 

(g) Why cannot the NZ Government and/or Treasury provide via a 100% NZ owned bank all 

mortgages and business bank loans now and in future advanced to NZers? Why cannot 

such advances/loans be direct from a NZ Government owned bank to all NZers?  

(h) Why do you let overseas controlled banks effect usury onto NZers, and then syphon off 

profits offshore, being bank profits taken direct from the average NZer and/or NZ 

business entity? 

(i) Why do you favor multi-national corporations, including banks operating in NZ (but 

owned primarily in USA, and being co-owned by your famliy’s MORMON Church) benefit 

at the expense of all NZers?  

(j) It seems that NZ Government could become the fund source wholesaler, and then via 

say Kiwibank, provide all bank and other lending to all NZers on much better terms and 

lower costs than existing banks in NZ provide. Tell me why this can or cannot happen, 

and if it cannot reasons why; or if it can happen when your Government will consider 

implementing it? 

 

 

FACT FOUR 

The MORMON Church has a decided interest in politics, with multiple MORMON people sited in 

high political places, especially in USA, as shown here:  

https://www.ranker.com/list/mormon-politicians/famous-mormons.   

The MORMON Church also has a decided interest in multi-national corporations and their 

continued well-being, with many MORMON members gravitating to CEO status in companies 

and in local and central Government roles. One MORMON writer said MORMEN men are well 

trained for such senior business and political roles, during their days of cold-call door-knocking 

when seeking new tithing members. 

Three of President Donald Trump’s greatest recent Republican critics in USA, are senior 

MORMON church members; namely  

(i) Senator Mitt Romney (who himself tried to become President of USA several times; 

and in recent times, despite also being a Republican, he voted to impeach Republican 

President Donald Trump – Romney becoming the first senator in USA history to vote 

to impeach a President member of this own political party, with Romney later 

suggesting to media his MORMON religious beliefs took him to that decision); and  

https://www.ranker.com/list/mormon-politicians/famous-mormons
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(ii) the recent cast-out from the Republicans, in Mormon Jeff Flake (prior Republican 

senator for Arizona) has been severely critical of President Donald Trump; and  

(iii) MORMON Republican Senator of Idaho, Mike Crappo, sometimes sits on the fence, 

but has been a known critic of President Donald Trump.  

Also, MORMON 2016 Independent USA Presidential candidate Evan Mc Mullin is very anti-

Donald Trump.  

The MORMON owned news media ‘Deseret News’ published on October 8 2016, an article 

calling on Donald Trump to step down from his candidacy toward USA President, basing it much 

on Trump’s reported interest in woman, despite the MORMON Churches own put-down of 

women over a century or more, and despite a MORMON candidate competing with Trump. 

Some defence words to the DESERET NEWS were by challengers who said they were Trump 

supporters, with them suggesting Trump was attacked by a “MORMON MAFIA” see: 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mormon-

mafia_n_58118785e4b0990edc2f34fb?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubmJjbmV3cy5

jb20vdGhpbmsvb3Bpbmlvbi93aHktbWl0dC1yb21uZXktcy1pbXBlYWNobWVudC12b3RlLW1heS1oYXZlLW

JlZW4taW5mbHVlbmNlZC1uY25hMTEzMTU0Ng&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJIrnGeqU5bWcLxJA8WVZGk

V73JBUuQSPJof7L_waZDs4xHY4HPl0YdHrD8VU8H0VjQJbPWcF8jJAlLprOE8wKz7OL7Dd_3wDpFW4kO7az

apWAwBv7vfRTVWr4z-lPvU6_of5Likbpx2jBu7udeDoGlp5eLpNOcgBoCk7EYoS9Dg 

President Donald Trump has recently stated he is continuing to work on dissolving and de-

powering DEEP STATE in USA: 

Around 29 May 2020 President Donald Trump has announced on behalf of USA: 

“We will today be terminating our relationship with the WHO”  

President Trump had sent a letter to WHO Director General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus two 

weeks ago, demanding that the agency “clean up its act” and giving it 30 days to do so. He 

accused the body of “inaccurate and misleading” statements about the coronavirus, and doing 

Beijing’s bidding. 

USA had taken an interim position suspended US funding to WHO back in April; and WHO had 

responded by pledging an: 

……. “independent review” that will “no doubt” show “areas for improvement” and “lessons for 

all of us to learn,” 

The latest May announcement by USA comes only 20 days after the “clean up its act” letter, 
despite the 30 day notice in the above letter; with the USA decision said to be made earlier, due 
to: 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mormon-mafia_n_58118785e4b0990edc2f34fb?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubmJjbmV3cy5jb20vdGhpbmsvb3Bpbmlvbi93aHktbWl0dC1yb21uZXktcy1pbXBlYWNobWVudC12b3RlLW1heS1oYXZlLWJlZW4taW5mbHVlbmNlZC1uY25hMTEzMTU0Ng&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJIrnGeqU5bWcLxJA8WVZGkV73JBUuQSPJof7L_waZDs4xHY4HPl0YdHrD8VU8H0VjQJbPWcF8jJAlLprOE8wKz7OL7Dd_3wDpFW4kO7azapWAwBv7vfRTVWr4z-lPvU6_of5Likbpx2jBu7udeDoGlp5eLpNOcgBoCk7EYoS9Dg
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mormon-mafia_n_58118785e4b0990edc2f34fb?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubmJjbmV3cy5jb20vdGhpbmsvb3Bpbmlvbi93aHktbWl0dC1yb21uZXktcy1pbXBlYWNobWVudC12b3RlLW1heS1oYXZlLWJlZW4taW5mbHVlbmNlZC1uY25hMTEzMTU0Ng&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJIrnGeqU5bWcLxJA8WVZGkV73JBUuQSPJof7L_waZDs4xHY4HPl0YdHrD8VU8H0VjQJbPWcF8jJAlLprOE8wKz7OL7Dd_3wDpFW4kO7azapWAwBv7vfRTVWr4z-lPvU6_of5Likbpx2jBu7udeDoGlp5eLpNOcgBoCk7EYoS9Dg
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mormon-mafia_n_58118785e4b0990edc2f34fb?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubmJjbmV3cy5jb20vdGhpbmsvb3Bpbmlvbi93aHktbWl0dC1yb21uZXktcy1pbXBlYWNobWVudC12b3RlLW1heS1oYXZlLWJlZW4taW5mbHVlbmNlZC1uY25hMTEzMTU0Ng&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJIrnGeqU5bWcLxJA8WVZGkV73JBUuQSPJof7L_waZDs4xHY4HPl0YdHrD8VU8H0VjQJbPWcF8jJAlLprOE8wKz7OL7Dd_3wDpFW4kO7azapWAwBv7vfRTVWr4z-lPvU6_of5Likbpx2jBu7udeDoGlp5eLpNOcgBoCk7EYoS9Dg
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mormon-mafia_n_58118785e4b0990edc2f34fb?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubmJjbmV3cy5jb20vdGhpbmsvb3Bpbmlvbi93aHktbWl0dC1yb21uZXktcy1pbXBlYWNobWVudC12b3RlLW1heS1oYXZlLWJlZW4taW5mbHVlbmNlZC1uY25hMTEzMTU0Ng&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJIrnGeqU5bWcLxJA8WVZGkV73JBUuQSPJof7L_waZDs4xHY4HPl0YdHrD8VU8H0VjQJbPWcF8jJAlLprOE8wKz7OL7Dd_3wDpFW4kO7azapWAwBv7vfRTVWr4z-lPvU6_of5Likbpx2jBu7udeDoGlp5eLpNOcgBoCk7EYoS9Dg
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mormon-mafia_n_58118785e4b0990edc2f34fb?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubmJjbmV3cy5jb20vdGhpbmsvb3Bpbmlvbi93aHktbWl0dC1yb21uZXktcy1pbXBlYWNobWVudC12b3RlLW1heS1oYXZlLWJlZW4taW5mbHVlbmNlZC1uY25hMTEzMTU0Ng&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJIrnGeqU5bWcLxJA8WVZGkV73JBUuQSPJof7L_waZDs4xHY4HPl0YdHrD8VU8H0VjQJbPWcF8jJAlLprOE8wKz7OL7Dd_3wDpFW4kO7azapWAwBv7vfRTVWr4z-lPvU6_of5Likbpx2jBu7udeDoGlp5eLpNOcgBoCk7EYoS9Dg
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mormon-mafia_n_58118785e4b0990edc2f34fb?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cubmJjbmV3cy5jb20vdGhpbmsvb3Bpbmlvbi93aHktbWl0dC1yb21uZXktcy1pbXBlYWNobWVudC12b3RlLW1heS1oYXZlLWJlZW4taW5mbHVlbmNlZC1uY25hMTEzMTU0Ng&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAJIrnGeqU5bWcLxJA8WVZGkV73JBUuQSPJof7L_waZDs4xHY4HPl0YdHrD8VU8H0VjQJbPWcF8jJAlLprOE8wKz7OL7Dd_3wDpFW4kO7azapWAwBv7vfRTVWr4z-lPvU6_of5Likbpx2jBu7udeDoGlp5eLpNOcgBoCk7EYoS9Dg
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"We have detailed the reforms that it (WHO) must make and engage with them directly, but 
they have refused to act," President Trump said. 

WHO’s own numbers show that the US had given $893 million – between member dues and 
voluntary contributions – to its budget in 2018-19, compared to $86 million coming from China; 
and about $300 million coming from the Bill Gates Foundation to WHO. 

Around 30 May 2020 President Donald Trump has announced he has removed the prior liability 

protection afforded to social media giants; and no longer will he permit them to act as private 

censors or as banners, of many media democratic expressions. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_AJWZ01X94&feature=youtu.be 

QUESTION THIRTY-ONE 

(a) Have you PM Jacinda met any of these four above-named USA men, who are both 

MORMONS and public political opponents to USA President Donald Trump;  

(b) If so, who; and when and where did each meeting take place? 

QUESTION THIRTY-TWO - OIA questions 

(a) When you PM Jacinda decided to take part in a public protest walk in NZ, co-leading a 

protest with other NZ women against President Donald Trump, did you do so knowing 

then, that at least several senior political men in the MORMON church and the main 

MORMON newspaper also opposed Donald Trump as President?  

(b) Did you declare with other co-protest marchers your wider family’s MORMON aligned 

views, including your upbringing as a MORMON in a church that was led by white men 

and had a history of polygamy; and the MORMON men named above each were also 

like you, opposing Donald Trump,  

(c) Did you declare that a MORMON man who opposed Donald Trump was standing for the 

USA presidency in opposition to Donald Trump? If not, why not? 

(d) With you own personal anti-Donald Trump stance, how do you think this affects NZ and 

all NZers, especially given President Trump was democratically elected by the people of 

USA.  

(e) Do you or do you not favor a democratic election process in USA and/or in NZ? 

(f) Why have you not respected publicly the outcome of the democratic Presidential 

election process in 2016 in USA?  

(g) Is not your personal stance on this matter also anti-democratic; with your personal 

criticism actually defaming President Trump, also directly or by inference defaming 

those in USA who voted President Trump into office? 

(h) What is your and/or your caucus position/view on the recent action by President Trump 

to rein in the power and control prior evidenced by some social media giants: see his 

statement here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_AJWZ01X94&feature=youtu.be ? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_AJWZ01X94&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_AJWZ01X94&feature=youtu.be
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(i) Will you and/or your caucus and/or Government ensure such similar controls over social 

media giants will be implemented also in NZ? If not, why not? 

(j) What is your and/or your caucus position/view on the recent stated reasons and action 

by President Trump to altogether withdraw USA from WHO? 

(k) Will you and/or your caucus and/or Government ensure NZ funds are not wasted by NZ 

co-funding WHO, while WHO retains an alleged criminal as its CEO and while USA bans 

funding WHO and while private vaccination champion Bill Gates and his foundation are 

now the lead funders of WHO? 

(l) With Bill Gates and his foundation now being the lead funders worldwide of WHO; does 

this not make WHO an instrument of for-profit people like Bill Gates? 

(m) Tell me what protections you or any others have ensured are in place to ensure Bill 

Gates and/or anyone in his wider sphere of influence, is/are not in any manner 

influencing policy or rule setting at WHO? 

QUESTION THIRTY-THREE 

(a) When you decided to take part in a public protest walk in NZ, co-leading a protest with 

other NZ women against President Donald Trump, what were your main 3 reasons for so 

doing? 

(b)  Are any of your reasons, aligned with the MORMON men named above; 

(c) Are any of your reasons, aligned with the MORMON church; 

(d)  Are any of your reasons, aligned with the opinion of George Soros and/or his colleagues 

and/or his or his groups employees; 

(e) Certainly, your public actions and protests against Donald Trump, could never be fairly 

classified as being based on tolerance and kindness; could they? 

 

 

FACT FIVE: 

During her younger days, PM Jacinda has stated she spent some considerable time living in a 

house she shared with people we all would today describe as LGBT+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 

Trans-sexual and other); this being reported as being PM Jacinda’s own words on this web site:  

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/lifestyle/news/article.cfm?c_id=6&objectid=11789352 

PM Jacinda’s own words were:  

"Even before the Civil Union Bill came up, I lived in a flat with three gay friends and I was still 

going to church every so often and I just remember thinking 'this is really inconsistent - I'm 

either doing a disservice to the church or my friends'. Because how could I subscribe to a religion 

that just didn't account for them? … It was one of the issues that became a real flashpoint. You 

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/lifestyle/news/article.cfm?c_id=6&objectid=11789352
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drift along a bit, there are always going to be things you can't reconcile, but I could never 

reconcile what I saw as discrimination in a religion that was otherwise very focused on tolerance 

and kindness." 

On the above link/site, is a pic of PM Jacinda at a Pride (LBGT+) Parade (Photo undated/Norrie 

Montgomery), with significant LGBT+ type make-up around PM Jacinda’s eyes. 

PM Jacinda said in the above interview that she left the MORMON Church primarily due to their 

rules and beliefs about lesbians and gays (the report used these words – “mostly as a 

consequence of its anti-homosexual stance”; saying she actioned this when she was in her 20’s, 

and adding that she is now an agnostic.  

As well, there are a number of people living in PM Jacinda’s home city of Morrisville who rumor 

or suggest she was known as a practicing lesbian when growing up in that city. 

When I searched for pics of PM Jacinda on the internet, I was taken by google at random, to 

this summary of photos of her from age 7 to age 38; within which were 5 pics with a range of 

different females, and two pics with her at a Freemason event. This is at this link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ2KLe3Hbqs 

Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth, the NZ Monarch, confirmed 3 oaths as a part of her Coronation 

Oaths in 1953, when she was crowned Queen of England and of all territories within her 

kingdom, including NZ. One of her 3 oaths was to protect citizens in her dominion; and another 

was: 

Question from Archbishop. “Will you to the utmost of your power maintain the Laws of 
God and the true profession of the Gospel? Will you to the utmost of your power maintain 
in the United Kingdom the Protestant Reformed Religion established by law? Will you 
maintain and preserve inviolably the settlement of the Church of England, and the 
doctrine, worship, discipline, and government thereof, as by law established in England? 
And will you preserve unto the Bishops and Clergy of England, and to the Churches there 
committed to their charge, all such rights and privileges, as by law do or shall appertain to 
them or any of them?” 

Answer from Queen. “All this I promise to do.”   

The Queen makes her solemn Oath in the sight of all the people to observe the premises: 
laying her right hand upon the Holy Gospel in the great Bible (which was before carried in 
the procession and is now brought from the Altar by the Archbishop, and tendered to her 
as she kneels upon the steps), and saying these words:  

“The things which I have here before promised, I will perform and keep. So help me God.”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ2KLe3Hbqs
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Then the Queen shall kiss the Book and sign the Oath.  

QUESTION THIRTY-FOUR - OIA questions 

(a) Can you advise from what age and for how many years you “lived in a flat with three gay 

friends”?  

(b) How many were female lesbian and/or or male gay friends?  

(c) Did any of them then hold out to break the NZ laws of Civil Union, i.e. did some state 

then they were in effect married? 

(d) Why did you PM Jacinda make-up your eyes in the Pride parade in pic printed by NZ 

Herald in article referred to above; 

(e) What was the date of that Pride parade you featured in? 

QUESTION THIRTY-FIVE 

(a) Have you ever experienced gay or lesbian activity?  

(b) When you “lived in a flat with three gay friends”; was any one or more of those gay 

friends a person you were in any manner involved with in any sexual relationship, or in 

any then loving partner relationship?  

QUESTION THIRTY-SIX 

What do you say in response to people living in your home city of Morrinsville who 

considered and/or consider you to have been displaying any lesbian leanings? 

QUESTION THIRTY-SEVEN 

(a) You have stated you met your present fiancé via a male model you knew well.  

(b) Was that male model gay or bi or trans? 

(c) Is your present fiancé gay or bi, or has he experienced such lifestyles in his past? 

QUESTION THIRTY-EIGHT 

Would you be prepared to have a DNA test, to prove the identity of the father of your 

child is in fact your fiancé Mr Clarke Gayford? 

QUESTION THIRTY-NINE - OIA questions 

(a) Given NZ is a Monarchy, and given the Queen’s Coronation oath above, how can 

you lead NZ as an agnostic?   

(b) Did your agnostic views contribute to your decision that Churches in NZ were not 

essential services during the lockdown?  

(c) If not, then what was your rationale in determining what were essential services and what 

were not.   

(d) Who in your cabinet and/or in NZ Government made the ‘essential services’ decisions? 
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(e) USA, via President Donald Trump, has now corrected its error and recently declared 

Churches to be an essential service. Will NZ, under your agnostic and/or MORMON 

Church leanings and leadership, ever do the same (i.e. admit an error and re-classify 

churches as essential services in NZ)? 

(f) Do you ever seek guidance these days from God? 

(g) Did you seek any guidance from God about the recent lockdown decision? 

(h) Did you seek any guidance from any Church leader(s) about the recent lockdown 

decision? 

(i) If ‘yes’ to above question, name the Church leader(s) you spoke with or prayed with 

(j) How do you reconcile your agnostic views with the spiritual foundation of NZ and its 

Monarchy, which are each based on a belief in and knowing of God? 

(k) How PM Jacinda, did your Government-forced lockdown of all churches in NZ and 

their parishioners in 2020, give effect to or support the Queen’s Coronation oath to 

protect and lead all her subjects with God-faring methods, including me? 

(l) Are there any parts of the Protestant Reformed Bible you believe in and fully 

support? If yes, name the books of that Bible and/or parts you support.  

(m) When you became an MP in NZ, did you swear the oath of allegiance of make the 

affirmation?  

(n) Either way, you must have promised to be faithful and bear true allegiance to Her 

Majesty Queen Elizabeth. How can you possibly be faithful and bear true allegiance to 

her and to her Protestant Reformed Religion established by law, if you have only agnostic 

beliefs? 

 

FACT SIX: 

PM Jacinda has promoted or seriously supported many LGBT related new laws in NZ: 

QUESTION FORTY - OIA questions 

(a) Advise me of each related new LGBT law in NZ, that you have voted in support of since 

you entered NZ Parliament, and the date and name of each such new LBGT related law; 

(b) What is your agenda and intent and desired future in the above stated LBGT+ legislation 

and direction; and how does it relate to our Queen’s Protestant Reform Religion;  

(c) Where in the Protestant bible or other bible, are such laws you promoted and/or 

supported sanctioned?  

(d) What is your interpretation of the biblical story about the cities Sodom and Gomorrah 

and their inhabitants?  
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(e) The two cities Sodom and Gomorrah are mentioned in the Book of Genesis and 

throughout the Hebrew Bible and Torah, the New Testament, and in the 

deuterocanonical books, as well as in the Quran and the hadith. The books each say 

Divine Judgment was passed upon them, and they were consumed by fire and 

brimstone. Do you say this historical event records a truth or fallacy? 

(f) What is your interpretation of Divine Judgment? 

(g) Have you ever experienced any Divine Judgment? 

(h) Being of an agnostic belief, do you believe any Divine Judgment is possible on earth? 

(i) In Abrahamic religions, Sodom and Gomorrah have become synonymous with 

impenitent sin, and their fall with a proverbial manifestation of divine retribution. Do 

you say this records a truth or fallacy? 

(j) What is your interpretation of impenitent sin and of the fate of cities Sodom and 

Gomorrah and the persons therein? 

(k) Do you agree or disagree that impenitent sin in biblical terms, refers to any practices 

that might be or become evident between or among LGBT peoples? 

QUESTION FORTY-ONE  - OIA questions 

(a) In your Labour Party your Minister of Finance is Hon Grant Robertson. He is also 

Minister for Sports and Recreation. Like you, he also worked for a time for Helen Clark, 

and like Helen Clark he has also worked for a time with United Nations; and he now is a 

publicly declared gay man, living with his male partner Alf, who he met paying Rugby, 

and which was consummated by civil union in 2009. My question is did you choose Hon 

Grant Robertson as your Labour Minister of Finance?  

(b) Did Helen Clark have any influence in your decision about choosing Hon Grant 

Robertson for his 2017-2020 Ministerial roles?  

(c) Explain how you were guided to appoint Hon Grant Robertson as your Minister of 

Finance, and what impact, if any, was his homosexuality in his appointment? 

(d) How do you today purport to represent a labor party in NZ; given your and your 

Minister of Finance policies will no doubt soon have the greatest negative impact on 

employment and labour in the history of NZ? 

QUESTION FORTY-TWO 

Is the Labour-appointed speaker of the House of Parliament Trevor Mallard gay or bi? 

QUESTION FORTY-THREE 

How many other people in your Labour Caucus are one or other of L,G,B, or T or +? 

QUESTION FORTY-FOUR - OIA questions 

(a) It is openly stated that the LGBT+ people now acting as MP’s in the NZ Parliament’s 

chamber are inclusive of: 
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Hon Grant Robertson, former Deputy Leader of the Labour Party between 2011 and 

2013 and today Minister of Finance and Minister for Sport and Recreation and Minister 

Responsible for the Earthquake Commission since 2019,  

Labour MP Tamati Coffey,  

Labour MP Louisa Wall,  

Green Party MP Chlöe Swarbrick, and  

Green Party MP and Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Justice Jan Logie. 

 

Some past lesbian or gay or bi or t MPs include:  

Charles Chauvel who joined Minister Grant Robertson as a gay Labour MP from 2006 to 

2013.  

Darren Hughes resigned from the Labour Party caucus in 2011. 

National MP Claudette Hauiti who served in Parliament between 2013 and 2014.  

National MP Paul Foster-Bell, who served in Parliament from 2013 to 2017, came out as 

gay in 2016.  

Kevin Hague of the Green Party who was openly gay and served as an MP between 2008 

and 2016.  

Former National PM Jim McClay I am aware from confessions conveyed by his wife, was a closet 

gay during all his time in Parliament and as PM. 

 

My question is PM Jacinda, can you and will you name other MPs in the NZ house of 

Parliament today, who are and/or who have experienced any of the LGBT+ lifestyles or 

acts?  

 

(b) I am aware of married men and married women, who have a double but relatively 

secret life of reversed sexuality. I seek all such persons who are MP’s in NZ, to come out 

of their respective closet, and be named and to identify if they live in any manner with 

any LGBT practices or LGBT emotions as a part of their life-lifestyle? 

 

(c) PM Jacinda, given near anybody is able to get into Parliament via a list (as you indeed 

initially did) without NZers voting for them, I agree with your own words that it is 

important for me and NZers for each MP to ‘be really open about their background’: Will 

you support and bring in a new law or rule to apply to all NZ MP’s which requires each 

of them to state under oath their: 

 sexuality; and 

 religion and spirituality or lack thereof; and 

 business associates and associations; and 

 investments with a value above $10,000; and 

 associations, clubs, groups and cults they are members of, such as sports clubs 

and/or Freemasons and the like; and 

 genetic history by blood inheritance back to great grandparents; and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grant_Robertson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minister_of_Finance_(New_Zealand)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earthquake_Commission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tamati_Coffey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louisa_Wall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Party_of_Aotearoa_New_Zealand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chl%C3%B6e_Swarbrick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Logie
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Chauvel_(politician)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darren_Hughes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Zealand_Labour_Party
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Claudette_Hauiti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Foster-Bell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kevin_Hague
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Party_of_Aotearoa_New_Zealand
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 history about mental illness (if any), including if they have ever visited or been 

retained in a mental asylum and/or had any psychiatry sessions with any 

registered psychiatrist, and if so a record of years and dates of each session; 

and 

 detailed CV of person, including all matters one could fairly expect to see in a 

CV for a senior employment position; and 

 convictions in a court of law in NZ or overseas; with brief details; and 

 statement about health; including weight and height and listing any health 

challenges over past 5 years and at present; and 

 addictions; and 

 regular medication taken, including but not limited to opiates; and name of 

regular medication and its purpose; 

 funding or benefits over an equivalent worth of $10,000, that they have 

received at any time in their life from any third party whatsoever outside their 

immediate family of parents and siblings, including any support to get into 

Parliament  

With a part of this proposed new rule it could be fair on me and NZers that any 

deception or deceit or untruths in such oath, is ground for expulsion of the person from 

Parliament; after all, ii still the truth while NZ is still a democracy, that you PM Jacinda 

and all other NZ MP’s are accountable to the NZ people?  

QUESTION FORTY-FIVE - OIA questions 

(a) What is your position and view on pedophilia? 

(b) If it was proven to you that a senior NZ beaurocrat was both gay and addicted to 

pedophilia, would you take steps to dismiss him from his role, regardless of his role?  

QUESTION FORTY-SIX - OIA questions 

(a) PM Jacinda you supported the new law in NZ titled Abortion Legislation Act 2020 passed 

just prior to lockdown around 23 March 2020, and whereby it commenced one day 

before lockdown, that in effect now legalises the killing of a preborn baby, right up to 

the moment pre-birth. Why, as a mother, did you do this?  

(b) What rationale did you consider to arrive at this pro-aborting determination and stance 

and decision-making on behalf of all NZers?  

(c) Where in the Bible of other similar text can you show that abortion in the manner your 

new NZ Abortion Act encompasses is supported and/or recommended? 

(d) The record suggests the NZ Government announced NZ’s lockdown to level 4 at 11.59 

pm on 25 March 2020; you around that time made a public announcement to New 

Zealanders saying that "every life matters to us"; however, on or about 2 days before you 

and your cabinet made that ‘life matters to us’ announcement, YOU and most/but not 
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ALL of the coalition Government, plus some members of the opposition party, legalised 

abortion (and death) of a living life, right up to pre-birth; whereby in the future in NZ 

while your team are in control, will mean that having an abortion will no longer be in the 

Crimes Act of 1961.  Date of assent was 23 March 2020. 

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2020/0006/latest/whole.html    with 

commencement of this Act into force on the day after, which makes it on/or about one 

day before the NZ Government announced to its citizens that "every life matters". 

My question on this point is were you only acting PM Jacinda, or were you purposefully 

deceiving NZ, when you publicly pledged and promised in respect to CV-19, that "every 

life matters to us”? 

(e) You and the rest of the NZ Government took away the freedom of the NZ people to 

have a vote in a referendum on this critical issue. Why did you do this; and why did you 

over-ride the right honorable Winston Peters, who had publicly suggested that this 

referendum should happen at the next election to be held in 2020.  

(f) How does your and the other Members of Parliament decision, being those who voted 

for this bill/new NZ Abortion Act, fit within the 10 commandments; that was given to us 

since creation and will remain with us until the end of time; and with commandment 

number 6 being:  

"Thou shalt not kill" (KJV).  

If you and your caucus were really concerned about saving lives, why in God's good 

name would you consider killing an unborn child that was made in the image of God?  

(g) Tell me and the NZ Public whether it was permitted under Covid -19/CV-19 lockdown or 

any alert limiting rules to have an abortion?  

(h) If the answer is ‘yes’, was this an act deemed as some part of essential services? 

(i) If the answer is ‘yes’, how many abortions were performed during this period of time 

that NZ was under lockdowns four and three; and how does that fetus death compare in 

number to the 21 deaths attributed to Covid-19/CV-19? 

(j) Tell me what generally happens to the aborted fetus.  

(k) The foetus arising from an abortion performed at hospitals or medical surgeries in NZ – 

tell me how many or what % are given a burial by parents;  

(l) The foetus arising from an abortion performed at hospitals or medical surgeries in NZ – 

tell me how many or what % are used in hospital or a science lab? 

(m) The foetus arising from an abortion performed at hospitals or medical surgeries in NZ – 

tell me how many or what % are used for any other function, purpose or ritual. 

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2020/0006/latest/whole.html
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QUESTION FORTY-SEVEN - OIA questions 

(a) Have you PM Jacinda ever met Sir Ron Brierley?  

(b) If yes, when, where, and how many times?  

(c) Did he or his companies or foundations, ever fund or finance an activity or project or 

other matter for or to you; and/or for or to the NZ Labour Party? 

(d) When did you first become aware that Sir Ron Brierley may have had a 

pornographic/pedophilia bent or addiction?  

(e) Was it before or after his recent arrest?  

(f) Will you intend to take from Sir Ron his knighthood, if this is or was to become within 

your sphere of influence? 

 

QUESTION FORTY-EIGHT - OIA questions 

(a) How many times have you met Bill and/or Melinda Gates; and where and for what 

purpose?  

(b) In May 2020 Bill Gate’s was still involved on the MICROSOFT board of directors AND 

your family’s MORMON Church had an investment of well over NZD 2 billion in share 

value in the MICROSOFT group. My questions is have you ever been told of or about any 

meetings between Bill Gates and the MORMON Church? 

(c) If ‘yes’ to above question, did any such meeting take place with Bill Gates and/or you or 

any member of your extended family present, including your Uncle Ian? 

(d) Did Bill Gates or his companies or funds or foundations, or any funds or charities he 

donates to or supports ever fund or finance any activity or project or other matter for 

you or anyone in your extended family or anyone in the NZ Labour party? 

(e) It is on the record that you did attend the Bill Gates Foundation event named 

‘GOALKEEPERS’ around 25 September 2019 and sat with Bill Gate on the stage. It is 

here:  

https://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/news-photo/bill-gates-jacinda-ardern-and-

pedro-s%C3%A1nchez-speak-at-news-photo/1177091476 

My question is, who paid for your attendance (travel costs, accommodation costs, food 

costs and/or for your time) at this event? Was it yourself personally, or the NZ 

Government or some department therein; or Bill Gates or his Foundation or one of 

his/its associates; or the MORMON Church; or someone else? 

(f) Did you make any notes or report(s) to others, including to any arm of NZ Parliament or 

the NZ Government, about that meeting and/or any other meetings with Bill Gates 

and/or his wife Melinda? 

(g) If ‘yes’ to above question, I seek to see copies of such notes or reports. 

(h) The event ‘GOALKEEPERS’ is publicly recorded to be a multiyear campaign organized by 

the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation dedicated to accelerating progress towards the 

U.N. Sustainable Development Goals (or Global Goals). The event you participated at in 

https://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/news-photo/bill-gates-jacinda-ardern-and-pedro-s%C3%A1nchez-speak-at-news-photo/1177091476
https://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/news-photo/bill-gates-jacinda-ardern-and-pedro-s%C3%A1nchez-speak-at-news-photo/1177091476
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2019 takes a closer look at global inequality and in particular the importance of 

investing in health and education, addressing gender norms, and adapting to climate 

change to close the persistent gaps that separate the most and least well-off. My 

question is do the gender norms include addressing LGBT gender matters, including 

their equality? 

(i) The health investment aims or goals that ‘GOALKEEPERS’ promotes, includes mass 

vaccination AND mass health intervention, of the human race – My question is PM 

Jacinda, when you were that co-speaker in September 2019, were you aware that 

GOALKEEPERS includes goals for the mass vaccination of AND mass health intervention 

of the human race; being akin to what Bill Gates has been promoting at talks and on 

videos worldwide? 

(j) Are you aware PM Jacinda, that GOALKEEPERS and UN and WHO and Bill Gates each 

jointly propose and plan a progressive start in some countries like NZ, at an earlier date 

than in other countries. Is this correct? 

(k) if ‘yes’, when did you become aware PM Jacinda? 

(l) Has Bill Gates ever spoken to you, or in your presence, about his plan to encourage the 

mass vaccination of around 7 billion people on planet earth? 

(m) If ‘yes’, has he also spoken with you, or have you asked, about the cost of each vaccine 

and the proposed sale price of each vaccine per person, which they propose 

Governments will fund; and the likely regularity of how many times any vaccines might 

be injected into one person in one year? 

(n) If ‘yes’ what are the proposed or likely expected costs and sale prices (bulk sales to 

Governments) of each vaccine per person? 

(o) What are the other mass ‘health interventions’ in addition to vaccinations, that WHO 

writes about on its 2019/2020 web site? 

(p) Are you aware PM Jacinda that the stated timing for the U.N. Sustainable Development 

Goals (or Global Goals) and its WHO co-commitment, that Bill Gates, and now the 

GOALKEEPERS group promotes and requires, is the complete world population being 

vaccinated (indeed, every living person being multi-vaccinated thereafter each year, and 

given other health interventions) by the year 2030.  

(q) PM Jacinda, no doubt you have seen this link to understand the detail of the 17 

individual U.N. Sustainable Development Goals, backed by the GOALKEEPERS group. 

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/ 

(r) The pictures and headings of each goal are well presented on the above UN web site; for 

this seems a very carefully prepared worldwide marketing campaign, whose aim is to 

covertly recruit volunteers to be vaccinated, and then later to cause a mass forced 

vaccination - whereas the DEVIL, as always, is in the detail, is it not? Have you read all 

the ‘detail’ on the UN and WHO web sites PM Jacinda? I have, and it is far from 

comforting, 

(s) Also, very relevant is the link here:  

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
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https://www.gavi.org/our-alliance/global-health-development/sustainable-

development-goals  

This is the UN backed ‘GAVI-The Vaccine Alliance’. It is stated by the UN that the 

pathway to achieve its ‘Sustainable Development Goals (or Global Goals)’ as Bill Gates 

GOALKEEPERS co-promotes, is one requiring 17 steps; of which about 14 of these steps 

the UN and GAVI postulate (according to UN and WHO and Bill Gates) require as a 

purported essential steps, the regular mass vaccination of the total human population of 

every possible human disease or virus.  

My question to you PM Jacinda is, do you agree with this stated UN-GAVI goal to 

achieve the UN’s ‘Sustainable Development Goals, requiring a mass vaccination and 

other health interventions of the total human population by 2030? 

(t) Also, the same ‘vaccination of all’ message, is repeated in WHO’s web pages, see here: 

https://www.who.int/immunization/immunization_agenda_2030/en/ 

This web page of WHO states unequivocally their and the UN’s  

“Immunization Agenda 2030: A Global Strategy to Leave No One Behind”.  

By leaving no one behind, they are marketing with ‘purported friendly’ MICROSOFT type 

words, the forced multi-vaccination on earth of every human by 2030.  

WHO states it is leading the co-creation of a new global vision and strategy …. to be 

endorsed by the World Health Assembly. WHO/UN document IA 2030 envisions a world 

where everyone, everywhere, at every age, fully ‘benefits’ from vaccines. 

My question to you PM Jacinda is why are you fully supporting WHO and its seemingly 

terrorist campaign to forcibly mass vaccinate and monitor via MICROSOFT’S cloud 

technology, the world population, including all NZers? 

(u) When WHO refers to the ‘World Health Assembly’; can you tell me PM Jacinda if this is 

some sort of Assembly of God or Jesus or simply, as stated, a ’World Assembly of 

Health’?  

(v) Tell me if NZ is a member of the ‘World Health Assembly’ and/or if NZ is today fully 

committed to the UN and WHO and Bill Gates publicized aims of universal 100% 

vaccinations and forced heath interventions.  

(w) PM Jacinda, you spent over 21 years within the MORMON Church and today your close-

knit immediate and wider family are still devoted members, and some MORMON 

leaders. My question is PM Jacinda, why should myself and some other NZers not regard 

the MORMON Church as a cult?  

(x) PM Jacinda please advise me if I am right or wrong in summarising that the MORMON 

Church began from its foundation with Polygamy, then changed it spots very sharply 

when it was offered a trade – for MORMON Utah to join the United States it agreed to 

publicly gave up polygamy; then later it again changed its spots secretly but 

dramatically, when under the public guise of religion and Jesus and Later Day Saints, it 

became one of the biggest business and investment funds in the world, using monies it 

raised from the public supposedly for charity, but then misappropriated for investment. 

https://www.who.int/immunization/immunization_agenda_2030/en/
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The MORMAN Church has today millions of well-trained, cold-calling, fund raising super 

salespersons, each committed to MORMON beliefs and ways; does it not? 

(y) My question to you PM Jacinda, is have you heard the ‘whisper’ and if you have does it 

have any truth to it, that the MORMON Church might once again practice a very clever 

metamorphosis, to soon become affiliated to the ‘World Health Assembly’; this time 

using some of its $100 Billion + funds and most of its incredibly successful cold-calling 

trained 13 million members, to become a health army, working for the ‘mass vaccinate 

all’ aims of WHO & UN & Bill Gates? Its well-trained sales team are, the whisper 

suggests, to put into effect the declared and stated WHO initial aim of convincing (via 

propaganda) all people of the need for vaccination (WHO’s exact words are:    

”ensure people and communities value, actively support and seek out immunization”). 

(z)  My question to you PM Jacinda, is have you heard the ‘whisper’ and if you have does it 

have any truth to it, that the approximate 13 million of MORMON members can quickly 

be re-trained to become the front line, ‘hold them down and jab them’, heath work 

force. Reading WHO’s actual words (which says the first criteria in each country is to: 

“ensure adequate health work force availability”) it becomes likely that medical doctors 

(many who have taken the Hippocratic Oath of office) are not going to be trusted with 

these vaccination procedures. WHO needs big strong health workers, who (if the 

propaganda messages to try to get people to volunteer for vaccination etc, are not 

successful enough) can force older people and women and children and the occasional 

belligerent man to be vaccinated, or else.  

(aa) PM Jacinda, NZ usually is a first test ground, for new innovations, be it GST or new 

political ideology, or new commercial products. We have a small well-contained (water 

surrounded) population, representing a wide racial and social diversity, and thus are an 

ideal market-test model. Have you any knowledge or information about NZ becoming 

the first mass vaccination test-ground; and if ‘yes’ I seek copies of all? 

(bb) With over 100,000 MORMONS in NZ, and many of them being rather large and strong 

people from Tonga, Samoa, Niue, Tokelau and Cooks, have you heard the ‘whispers’ and 

if you have does it have any truth to it,  that these people may soon be quickly re-

trained, not just as WHO’s needed ‘adequate health work force’; but also as 

“enforcement officers”, perhaps with a co-role to vaccinate all NZers within the next 2 

years, under authority of the new May 2020 Act you passed (in a big hurry) called 

‘COVID-19 Public Health Response Act 2020’. In this new Act, it seems you and/or the 

WHO co-trained Director General, have sole authority to demand virtually anything of 

NZers, including, to quote from section 18(1) of your new Act:  

 

“The Director-General may authorise a suitably qualified and trained person who is 

employed or engaged by the Crown or a Crown entity (if specified in Part 1 of Schedule 1 

of the Crown Entities Act 2004), or a class of suitably qualified and trained persons who 

are employed or engaged by the Crown or a Crown entity (if specified in Part 1 of 

http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2020/0012/latest/link.aspx?id=LMS117664#LMS117664
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Schedule 1 of the Crown Entities Act 2004), to carry out any functions and powers of an 

enforcement officer under this Act.” 

 

AND in section 11 of this ACT: 

“An order made by the Minister or the Director-General (as the case may be) under this 

section may be made for 1 or more of the following purposes:(a) to require persons to 

refrain from taking any specified actions that contribute or are likely to contribute to the 

risk of the outbreak or spread of COVID-19, or require persons to take any specified 

actions, or comply with any specified measures, that contribute or are likely to 

contribute to preventing the risk of the outbreak or spread of COVID-19, …including but 

not limited to requiring a person to (viii)  report for medical examination or testing in any 

specified way or in any specified circumstances”: 

 

(cc) Can you confirm or deny that despite the 100,000 MORMON Church members in NZ (by 

church leader decision) being indefinitely locked down from church services, that they 

are available and could be mobilised by the authority under the above new Act, to 

become enforcement officers, with a possibility that they could then co-support the role 

required of NZ by WHO, to create an adequate health workforce in NZ? 

(dd) If they can be, do you have any intent to so implement such a practice? 

(ee) PM Jacinda, if the ‘whispers’ about the NZ MORMONS  to become many of the newly 

proposed enforcement officers in NZ are not accurate; then who are the people NZ 

Government and/or you propose to be recruited to fulfil these roles created by the 

recent NZ COVID-19 Act? 

(ff) Further, tell me who are the people the NZ Government and/or you propose to be 

recruited to fulfil the function demanded of you, your Labour Party and NZ by WHO; so 

that NZ can provide adequate ‘health workforce’ by WHO’s decree? 

(gg) Will the roles of ‘enforcement officers’ in NZ and the adequate ‘health workforce’ WHO 

requires, be fulfilled by the same or similar people, or are they to be completely 

different roles with different people? 

(hh) Have you any awareness of the reasons the NZ churches, other than MORMONS, are 

still in practical effect locked down against their will.  

(ii) If you do have some awareness, share this rationale with me. It is of concern to me that  

churches being locked down against their will might not just block much needed 

spiritual comfort to parishioners, but also silence stimulating debate about who their 

members might vote for in the coming 2020 NZ election, and/or to ensure other 

churches do not protest against your favoritism towards the MORMON investments, 

during your recent lockdown-justified selective trade practices; and the UN and WHO 

and Bill Gates and George Soros combined and confirmed decision to force mass 

vaccination of all NZers within 2 years.  

(jj) WHO also says: “IA2030 goals are designed to inspire action for implementation” and 

that a core principle is making the mass vaccination program “data enabled”; and that 
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there will be not only coerced or forced immunization, but also “other public health 

INTERVENTONS across the life course” (being throughout the life span of each human). 

My question to PM Jacinda is, is the coming investment by MICROSOFT in NZ, which she 

promoted in May 2020 as a world first by MICROSOFT, in some manner linked to these 

WHO demands for a data enabled system to ensure all NZers are tracked and traced and 

ultimately vaccinated? 

(kk) Has Bill Gates ever discussed or spoken or otherwise communicated with you about any 

vaccination deaths and/or side effects expected to arise or possibly may arise, from a 

mass vaccination of the human race? 

(ll) Have you seen this now stated video before, PM Jacinda? This video suggests Bill Gates 

has some concerns that side effects (including death or maiming or other) due to 

vaccination, might affect up to 700,000 people who may suffer from a proposed 

worldwide mass vaccination program; albeit, despite smiling, he seemed a little 

uncertain in the video. Perhaps he mixed up his maths? See: 

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2020/04/09/bill-gates-an-effective-covid-19-vaccine-is-at-

least-18-months-away.html  

(mm) Bill Gates also says in the above video that it turns out that the present day flu vaccine is 

not very effective in older people; so why in NZ is your Government and NZ’s MEDSAFE 

supporting the promotion in 2017-2020 of flu vaccines to older people? 

(nn) Would you and/or your NZ Labour caucus agree that there can be a death fall-out 

and/or maiming arising from mass vaccinations, that is acceptable as collateral damage, 

to ensure all humans are vaccinated? 

(oo) If you do agree with the above point PM Jacinda, what is the death rate or % that you 

consider acceptable in any one year, arising from say a 7 billion vaccination program? 

(pp) Is Bill Gates estimate of 700,000 deaths or maiming an acceptable mass vaccination 

fallout in your mind PM Jacinda?  

(qq) If ‘yes’, then how do you stand by your pre lockdown claims that “every life matters to 

us”? 

(rr) Are you aware that the major vaccine suppliers already accept there is a minor death 

rate or death fall-out and side-effect challenge, due to the vaccinations that have been 

carried out on human babies in each of the past 50 years? 

(ss) Can you advise what is the death rate and also the side-effect rate in 2015, 2016, 2017, 

2018, 2019 and so far in 2020 on all babies vaccinated worldwide in each of these years? 

(tt) Can you advise what is the death rate and also the side-effect rate in 2015, 2016, 2017, 

2018, 2019 and so far in 2020 on all teenager and/or adults vaccinated worldwide with 

any vaccine in each of these stated years? 

(uu) When did you find out that Bill Gates and/or his Foundation were the second largest 

donors to WHO, behind only USA? 

(vv) When did you find out that Bill Gates and/or his Foundation were large donors to the 

organisations behind/involved in the forecasting of CV-19 deaths? 

(ww) When did you find out that Bill Gates and/or his foundation were large donors to the  

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2020/04/09/bill-gates-an-effective-covid-19-vaccine-is-at-least-18-months-away.html
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2020/04/09/bill-gates-an-effective-covid-19-vaccine-is-at-least-18-months-away.html
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organisations involved in the recording of CV-19 positive tests and/or deaths? 

(xx) Advise me how much each year, for each of the last 10 years, that the Bill Gates 

Foundation has donated to the United Nations. 

(yy) When did you find out that Bill Gates and/or his Foundation were creators and/or 

suppliers of vaccinations to Africa and India? 

(zz) When did you find out that Bill Gates and/or his Foundation as creators and/or suppliers 

of vaccinations to Africa and India; had in effect via such vaccinations maimed or 

sterilized or killed many persons, including children in Africa and India? 

(aaa) Advise me how many deaths or maiming or other side-effects have occurred with Bill 

Gates and/or his Foundations’ managed vaccination programs in each of Africa and India 

in each of the past 10 years? 

(bbb) Your mentor ex-PM of NZ Helen Clark, has stated she awaits and welcomes mass 

vaccination in NZ. Do you PM Jacinda also welcome the mass vaccinations of NZers? 

(ccc) If vaccinations work as forecast, to prevent virus infections such as Covid-19; then how 

could it be a problem if some people seek to remain un-vaccinated? 

(ddd) Surely those vaccinated people would be immunized from all chance of getting the 

virus; so thereby unvaccinated peoples could not pose a risk to the vaccinated ones. Do 

you agree with this proposition? If not, why not? Expert Dr Tetyana Obukhanych, earnt 

her Ph.D. in Immunology at the Rockefeller University, New York, NY with her research 

dissertation focused on immunologic memory. She was subsequently involved 

in laboratory research as a post-doctoral research fellow at Harvard Medical School and 

Stanford University School of Medicine. This Dr confirms this view here: 

https://vaccineimpact.com/2017/harvard-immunologist-to-legislators-unvaccinated-

children-pose-zero-risk-to-anyone/   PM Jacinda, do you agree with this expert’s views? 

(eee) When you, PM Jacinda, announced around 6 May 2020 that you “welcome Microsoft's 

announcement to establish a datacentre region for cloud services in New Zealand”, did 

you or will you disclose to NZ Parliament AND to the Overseas Investment Commission 

AND to the NZ media, your family’s close links to MICROSOFT, including your family’s 

MORMON Church being a major NZD $2 billion + cash investor in MICROSOFT? 

(fff) MICROSOFT co-announced with you around 6 May 2020 that it would establish its first 

datacentre region in New Zealand. This announcement was made before the NZ 

Overseas Investment Commission has considered this matter and before it has advised 

of its approval. PM Jacinda you advised NZ that this Microsoft intent will be subject to 

the usual regulatory process. My question is what are these regulatory processes?  

(ggg) How can a NZ Commission fairly determine the matter, when you have already virtually 

‘rubber stamped’ it to the international media, stating it is a good move by NZ to adopt 

‘big brothers’ cloud-data technology on our home turf? 

(hhh) Is this proposed move into NZ by MICROSOFT in any manner linked to any vaccination 

program, or to any COVID program, or to any microchipping program, or to any 

program, or to any other COVERT program for any NZers? 

 

https://vaccineimpact.com/2017/harvard-immunologist-to-legislators-unvaccinated-children-pose-zero-risk-to-anyone/
https://vaccineimpact.com/2017/harvard-immunologist-to-legislators-unvaccinated-children-pose-zero-risk-to-anyone/
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FACT SEVEN: 

Left wing multi-billionaire George Soros is a prolific financier of left-wing causes throughout the 
United States and around the world, including abortion (which PM Jacinda also supports), 
euthanasia, population control (which Bill Gate’s also supports), same-sex “marriage,” (which 
PM Jacinda also supports) transgenderism (which PM Jacinda also supports), and more. 

George Soros ‘Open Society’ Foundations spend around $1 billion annually in 100 different 
countries, including NZ, and also $150 million per year funding the left-wing American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU), the leading abortion company Planned Parenthood, and other liberal 
groups.  

Tides Charity has received at least $3.5 million from political activist George Soros. Tides 
Foundation was co-founded by Drummond MacGavin Pike, M.S., political science, Rutgers 
University, and Jane Bagley Lehman, Reynolds tobacco heiress. Her daughter Susan Lehman 
Carmichael served as a member of the board of directors of both the Tides Foundation and the 
Tides Center until 2000. Pike ran the operation as president and CEO until resigning in 2010 to 
pursue financial ventures. In his 34-year reign, Pike created, mentored, funded and led more 
progressive non-profit organizations than anyone in the world (including George Soros).  

Tides Foundation is a San Francisco, California-based 501(c)(3) non-profit social change 
corporation founded June 4, 1976. Tides is largely credited with pioneering anonymous “Dark 
Money” transactions through donor advised funds for politically liberal and progressive 
organizations in the areas of the environment, health care, labor issues, immigrant rights, gay 
rights, women’s rights, and activism against gun rights, industrial development and 
corporations. Tides Foundation is skilled at keeping donors anonymous and grant recipients 
secret. Tides Foundation’s income in 2013 was USD $114,031,827 

In turn Tides Charity is a significant funder of the parent of media commentator politifact.com, 
the latter being part of a group titled Poynter Insititute, the latter training many journalists into 
that career, and yet being funded by secretive wealthy peoples like George Soros. 

Another USA political commentator is Politico.com, which covers politics and policy in USA and 
internationally. It distributes content through its website, television, printed newspapers, radio, 
and podcasts. Robert Allbritton, who is from a family entrenched in the Seven Day Adventist 
Church,  is the owner and founder of Capitol News Company, the parent company of Capitol 
Hill political newspaper and website Politico. Allbritton was included on The New Republic's list 
of Washington's most powerful, least famous people.  

Factcheck.com is another of the pseudo fact-checking web sites, often unfairly critical of many 
others peoples’ views.  Factcheck.com is a part of the Anneburg empire. The Annenburg 
Foundaton has assets of about usd$3.35 billion. Another of the 3 major cash contributors to 
factcheck.com is FACEBOOK, and they support factcheck.com criticizing on social media many 
web sites and/or peoples’ information not aligned with the establishment (e.g UN’s and/or 
WHO’s) views. Another major cash contributor to fackcheck.com is STANTON FOUNDATION. 
This latter group was recently questioned about its funding links to a Wikipedian. WIKIPEDIA 
was established by a man with close ties to international pornography.  

http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=977
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/billionaire-leftist-soros-pouring-more-money-into-lobbying-efforts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Soros
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capitol_News_Company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newspaper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Website
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politico
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George Soros makes a major contribution to world news creation and with political appointees. 
George invested millions supporting Hillary Clinton in the last US election, and another $5.1 
million is dedicated to funding groups working against Donald Trump’s re-election in 2020; and 
George is an aggressive supporter of the European Union, spending money in hope of 
influencing the political elections within multiple European nations. 

In January 2020, George announced the launch of an international network for educational 
institutions for the purpose of advancing his interpretation of “democratic values” and 
combating the rise of “nationalism.” George also funds many institutions already teaching 
young reporters (such as those now working in politifact.com and politico.com) and also 
marketeers; to each follow his militant one world government line.  

George has learned well from the man he supported in WW11, namely Adolph Hitler. If you 
question this last stated point - then do your own research of George Soros WW11 life; and 
prove it to yourself! 

George Soros has very recently indicated that the coronavirus pandemic paves the way for 
societal changes previously thought impossible, calling it “the crisis of my lifetime.”  

George Soros’ words on 11 May 2020: 

 “Even before the pandemic hit, I realized that we were in a revolutionary moment where what 
would be impossible or even inconceivable in normal times had become not only possible, but 
probably absolutely necessary,” he said during an interview on May 11. 

Given the above, there is little wonder that Russia and some other nations have banned George 
Soros from subversive activities inside their countries. 

QUESTION FORTY-NINE - OIA questions 

(a) Have you ever met George Soros and /or CEOS of his many organisations he controls or  

sponsors?  

(b) If yes, when, where, how many times?  

(c) Have you ever been told of or about any meetings between George Soros and the 

MORMON Church? 

(d) If ‘yes’ to above question, did any such meeting take place with George Soros and/or 

you or any member of your extended family present? 

(e) Did George Soros or his companies or funds or foundations, or any funds or charities he 

donates to or supports ever fund or finance any activity or project or other matter for 

you or anyone in your extended family? 

(f) When did you find out that George Soros and/or his foundation were large donors to 

major internet media groups? 

(g) Do you agree with George Soros that the earth’s people are now in a revolution? 

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/george-soros-panics-begs-europeans-to-prevent-eu-from-dissolving-like-commu
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/soros-announces-billion-dollar-university-network-to-advance-leftist-values
https://www.project-syndicate.org/onpoint/the-crisis-of-a-lifetime-by-george-soros-and-gregor-peter-schmitz-2020-05
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(h) If vaccinations work as forecast, to prevent virus infections such as Covid-19; then how 

could it be a problem that some people seek to remain un-vaccinated? 

(i) Surely those vaccinated people would be immunised from all chance of getting the 

virus; so thereby unvaccinated peoples could not pose a risk to the vaccinated ones. Do 

you agree with this proposition? If not, why not?  

(j) Have you ever met anyone with any influential and/or funding links to the Tide 

Foundation; and if so who, when, where and why? 

(k) Have you ever met anyone with any influential and/or funding links to the Poynter 

Institute or its politicfact.com; and if so who, when, where and why? 

(l) Do you and/or any of your caucus members and/or NZ Government rely on any of the 

criticism or other information posted by any of politifact.com; or Politico.com; or 

Factcheck.com or WIKIPEDIA? 

(m) If ‘yes’ to the above questions; are each of you aware of the monied and organisation 

links with regard to the funding of each named commentator. 

QUESTION FIFTY - OIA questions 

Have you or the Labour Party of NZ or any associate, ever interacted in any manner with 

George Soros and/or Tides Foundation and/or any of his/their associated entities or 

his/their employees or trustees; and if so when and where and why? 

QUESTION FIFTY-ONE - OIA questions 

(a) Is George Soros and/or his activities in any form, permitted and/or welcomed into NZ; 

(b) Or are they banned?  

(c) If permitted or welcomed in NZ, explain when and why and how much in NZD he and/or 

his related groups’ invested or donated or transferred into NZ in each of the following 

calendar years: 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 to date? 

 

 

FACT EIGHT: 

Under so-called investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) clauses, which the US Government has 

systematically pushed in its trade deals with other nations, US corporate investors are getting 

unprecedented preferred rights over locals in foreign markets. ISDS provisions mean a foreign 

investor can sue a government for compensation in an international tribunal, if the government 

makes any change in law or policy that “harms” an investment. This is something no Australian 

citizen can do. 
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The Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA) is another agreement favoring the positions of 

multi-national corporations. Jacinda signed this agreement around 2017, after saying pre-

election she would not.  

QUESTION FIFTY-TWO - OIA questions 

     (a)   How do you support and develop the one-sided ISDS commercial favoritism?  

     (b)   Advise me of the benefits and detrimental effects on NZers of ISDS and TPPA; 

(c) Describe to me why NZers are not permitted the same favoritism as foreign multi-

national corporates under ISDS and TPPA? 

(d) How do you support and develop the one-sided ISDS and TPPA commercial favoritism; 

(e) Why do you favor USA multi-national corporates over smaller NZ owned businesses, like 

your family’s MORMON Church invests in? 

QUESTION FIFTY-THREE - OIA questions 

(a) How do you justify your changed position, and the many voters you let down, on this 

important TPPA point and principle; and how does this TTPA Agreement mesh in with  

your socialist beliefs? 

(b) Is it the TPPA contract and/or the ISDS rules which influenced you to support the large 

supermarket chain of Countdown over NZ owned and operated butcher chains such as 

the Mad Butcher shops, during the recent lockdowns? 

(c) On the question of health and immunity and safety, has your Government banned the 

sale in NZ of all drink and food products which are inclusive of artificial colorings and/or 

artificial sweeteners; each of the latter being proven by scientific tests to be especially 

harmful to the health of NZ children: and if not so banned, advise why not? 

(d)  Do the TPPA contract and/or the ISDS rules become a factor in precluding you and/or 

NZ Government from commercially banning potentially unhealthy products supplied to 

NZ by multi-national corporates? 

(e) Is your intent to limit the sales of organic grown farm produce? 

(f) Do you and your caucus plan to diminish or regulate or eliminate farmers’ markets in 

NZ; and if so why and how? 

(g)  I sometimes shop at the Mangawhai Tavern markets to buy organic home grown or 

home baked products. Do you have any plan to limit my future availability of organic 

produce at this farmer type market; perhaps in your quest to send NZ buyers back to 

supermarkets like Countdown? See this wonderful market I sometimes support, and 

which I seek it to stay open with organic produce available: 

https://www.mangawhaitavernmarket.co.nz/ 
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FACT NINE: 

Celebrity Candace Owens, who was recently banned from twitter for challenging the Governor 
of Michigan in USA for needlessly extending the LOCKDOWN, said in reply to her twitter ban,  
 
"Governor Whitmer is “acting like a dictator”   
 
“I will not kowtow to a socialist world order that seeks to limit my constitutional freedom of 
speech,”   
 

In regard to NZers being permitted to travel, Portugal’s Foreign Minister Augusto Santos Silva 

said on last Friday that the country’s doors are open to tourists, as it becomes one of the first 

European states to welcome back visitors from elsewhere in the continent. 

“Tourists are welcome in Portugal,” Santos Silva told Observador newspaper, explaining that 
some health checks will be introduced at airports but there will be no compulsory quarantine 
for those flying in. Portugal, which has so far recorded 30,200 confirmed Covid-19 cases and 
1,289 deaths, is slowly easing restrictions with many shops already reopened; as part of an 
effort to revive the country’s tourism-dependent economy. Flights to and from outside the 
European Union are still temporarily suspended until June 15, with some exceptions, including 
some routes to and from Portuguese-speaking nations like Brazil. 
 
Also, the Czech health authorities believe the spread of the new coronavirus is under control 
despite an uptick in cases in recent days. The country is preparing to open pubs, hotels and 
relax mask-wearing rules on Monday. Public events for up to 300 people will be allowed next 
week, and swimming pools and schools will reopen. An initial easing of restrictions from May 11 
had not had an adverse effect, Health Minister Adam Vojtech said. The country had recorded 
8,757 cases of Covid-19 by Friday morning, with 306 deaths, Reuters reports. 

QUESTION FIFTY-FOUR - OIA questions 

(a) I agree with Candace Owens. Given that agreement, please explain to me PM Jacinda, 

why I should  not consider that your recent decisions in NZ re lockdown and new very 

restrictive law titled Covid-19 Public Health Response Act 2020, are not similarly turning 

NZ into, THE socialist world order that Candace Owens warns us all about? 

(b) Candace Owens writes: Governor Whitmer is “acting like a dictator”. You are similarly 

acting. Tell me why I should not be concerned about you becoming a dictator? 

(c) If tourists are welcome back in Portugal, and it had a reported 1289 CV-19 deaths c.f. NZ 

21; why are tourists from many countries not very soon being welcomed back into NZ? 

(d) If Czech had 306 CV -19 deaths, c.f. NZ 21; and Czech is opening events to 300 people, 

why is NZ not also opening all events to 300 people?  

(e) Why, under your direction are churches still limited to 10 people; when many more can 

go to a bar and or play rugby?  

http://legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2020/0012/latest/LMS344134.html?src=qs
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(f) What is it you personally have shown to have against religion and church gatherings and 

funerals/tangi PM Jacinda? Is it some hatred lingering on from your childhood and 

family or church upbringing and/or from your paternal grandfather history? 

QUESTION FIFTY-FIVE - OIA questions 

(a) I seek to very soon travel overseas; and soon to also consider emigrating away from 

your control over me. Am I banned right now from leaving NZ by you and/or by NZ 

Government?  

(b) If yes, advise me who (which persons) and what Statute or Act as legislation is presently 

banning me from leaving NZ? 

(c) I require you to send to me details of all NZ’s rules or decrees or laws/Statute which 

culminate in a present-day travel ban on me exiting NZ.  

(d) If a ban exists, is it for all NZers equally, or are some exempt.  

(e) If some persons are exempt, who makes the decisions about exemption, and how can I 

apply to become exempt? 

(f) By example, I understand NZ people were permitted to fly to Australia recently, as part 

of a cargo flight/team. Is this correct? 

(g) By further example, by about 15 June I can travel to Portugal, if NZ will permit my 

departure from NZ. Will you and NZ?  

(h) Can I now fly to Australia? If not, what NZ law says no? 

(i) Why is NZ being so slow to really open up again? Is it the MORMAN Church influence or 

the WHO influence, or your own decision PM Jacinda? 

(j) Do you consider one reason why the MORMON Church has locked down indefinitely, is 

to avoid embarrassing questions from many of its multi-million membership, about the 

recently disclosed approximate $100 billion investment fund the MORMON Church 

owns and operates and trades and tries to grow. 

 

 

FACT TEN 

EVERY voter in NZ should be granted the opportunity to watch this video. In it PM Jacinda 
praises the then PM of Hungary, Oligarch Gordon Bajnai, a VERY wealthy Hungarian man who 
had been 'blessed' by the fall of communism, and then managed to quickly radiate to the 
wealthy class, and then be publicly praised by extreme socialist Jacinda, now PM Jacinda?  
 
https://youtu.be/g9rsxFaq6Ig   
 

https://youtu.be/g9rsxFaq6Ig
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While re-living part of Jacinda’s Hungary experience in video above; it is relevant to remember 

that elitist puppet and multi-billionaire George Soros is from Hungary 

QUESTION FIFTY-SIX 

When you publicly praised Gordon Bajnai, did you know that the then Hungary PM was 

a wealthy oligarch, whose new-found wealth grew quickly post-communist Hungary? 

QUESTION FIFTY-SEVEN - OIA questions 

(a) Why have I never heard you PM Jacinda refer to anyone in NZ Parliament, or otherwise 

in NZ as ‘COMRADE’, when you said that same word 12 times in about a 7-minute 

address in that above-linked Hungary ‘stage’ performance?  

(b) Do you have different ‘Jacindas’ who you present to different audiences?  

(c) Which is the true ‘Jacinda’ today?  

(d) Are you still an extreme left-wing socialist? 

(e) How does your left wing 2009 publicised beliefs and policies align with your support of 

an approximate $100 billion MORMON business and investment fund and your support 

of TTPA and like multi-national support; and favoring USA controlled Countdown 

Supermarket over the Mad Butcher NZ owned chain?  

 

 

FACT ELEVEN 

‘Unlawful & invalid’: Wisconsin Supreme Court in USA strikes down state’s stay-at-home 
order 

A stay-at-home order issued by the administration of Wisconsin Gov. Tony Evers has 

been struck down by the state's Supreme Court. Measures purportedly enacted to stop the 

spread of coronavirus in Wisconsin USA have been overturned by the state’s highest Supreme 

Court, which ruled that the orders violate the law and cannot be enforced.  

The state’s highest court issued a majority ruling describing the restrictions as “unlawful, 
invalid, and unenforceable.”  

The decision comes after Republican lawmakers sued Department of Health Services Secretary-
designee Andrea Palm, after she unilaterally extended the state’s “Safer at Home” emergency 
order in mid-April. The ruling nullifies the distinction between essential and non-essential 
businesses. The Tavern League of Wisconsin, a bar and tavern trade association, told its 
members that it was now legal to open their doors to customers.  

The landmark ruling will likely have a ripple effect across the United States, as state lawmakers 
from coast-to-coast begin to push back against the vast powers claimed by governors in the 
name of combating Covid-19. Michigan legislators sued Governor Gretchen Whitmer earlier this 

https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/2020/05/13/wisconsin-supreme-court-strikes-down-tony-evers-coronavirus-orders/5179205002/
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month, after she unilaterally extended the state’s state of emergency, which was set to expire 
on May 1. That decision is yet to be released. 

In NZ we have statute which seems to protect NZers from a dictatorial Government or dictator 
type person in Government? Our NZ Bill of Rights 1990 Act is one such statute. The NZ law 
encompassing part of the Magna Carta is another. There are also our Commerce Commission 
laws and Fair Trading Act. There are also our criminal codes, which no Parliamentarian or Judge 
should be exempt from. The latter includes NZ laws on treason, which says in part – (d) incites 
or assists any person with force to invade New Zealand; or (f) conspires with any person to do 
anything mentioned in this section. 
NZ’s laws on sedition were taken out of NZ Statute around 2007.  

The NZ Government broke the NZ Commerce laws, when it determined how and who was to be 

able to transact commerce; and when in effect it banned NZ owned shops from trading, and 

favored overseas owed multi-national owned corporates to dominate; and by doing so unfairly 

hurt NZ businesses and disadvantaged people as consumers (e.g. by price hikes taking effect on 

some products in Supermarkets), and when it took from NZ shop owners their trade and 

goodwill and prior hard-earned custom.   

Many NZers have died or are dying or will die, specifically due to PM Jacinda and her Cabinet 

actions re the 2020 alert levels 3 and 4 and 3 lockdowns.  

QUESTION FIFTY-EIGHT  - OIA questions                

(a) The above USA Supreme Court decision and also recent comments in the NZ Court of  

Appeal and by some advice given to the Crown Law Office, suggests that PM Jacinda and 

her cabinets lockdown was at least in parts unlawful. My question is what parts, if any, 

were unlawful on the day PM Jacinda put NZ into Alert 4; and introduced lockdown and 

closed many shops, businesses, sports, churches and other activities.  

(b) What do you plead in your and your Cabinet’s defence, PM Jacinda, about your 

destruction of some Mad Butcher shops, of seriously damaging other NZ owned butcher 

shops, of destroying some bakeries and cafes, and of causing increased suicide deaths? 

(c) Why did NZ not follow the lead of Australia by keeping open many of their horse and 

dog racing tracks and events?  

(d) Given Australia left most larger racetracks open for competition right through the time 

NZ banned all such activity; why did you close all such events in NZ? Was your much 

more restrictive decision linked to your MORMAN upbringing, which included a near 

hatred toward all forms of gambling and racetracks? 

(e) Why did you refuse to enable horse trainers to train horses on racetracks; as both 

Australia and USA and Sweden each permitted with no untoward effects.  

(f) By implementing such a ban, were you consciously aware that you selectively 

disadvantaged all horse trainers who rely on racetracks for the housing and/or exercise 

and/or training of their livestock - disadvantaging them against all horse trainers who 

have on their own farm a training track. 
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(g) Why should some of your very selective actions not be considered a breach of the NZ’s 

Commerce Act and Fair Trading Act?   

(h) Why should your actions to force NZers to shop with NZ based but USA owed 

corporates, instead of NZ owned retailers, not be a crime, and maybe even not be an act 

of treason? Please advise me of your position on this in your reply. 

(i) Do you consider any of the deaths arising from your decision to lockdown, to be 

classifiable as or akin to manslaughter? 

 

 

FACT TWELVE 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/w3AVHWkSvRBM/?fbclid=IwAR1B_wK88FJFGuMAHbDdEUTf_YZu07JB

HdDkQlbsgd-FcxC65n9iIce3k0Y 

The above 7-minute video includes some challenges about NZ’s present leader PM Jacinda. It 

also suggests PM Jacinda was in part-funded by a scholarship backed by the Freemasons, as 

part of her education and/or attending University. This Freemason link by/to PM Jacinda is 

further supported within the series of pictures of PM Jacinda detailed in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ2KLe3Hbqs  

QUESTION FIFTY-NINE - OIA questions 

(a) I ask if you will please watch the above 7-minute video and then reply saying to me 

which parts are true or not true.  

(b) If the part claiming the Freemasons part-funded your university degree and/or in whole 

or part-backed a scholarship you received or won; then I additionally ask you to advise 

me how much the funding and/or scholarship was worth in NZ dollars, and when you 

secured it, and what you had to do (if anything) to secure it? (e.g. exams or no exams; 

promises to keep; tasks or talks to perform, etc).  

(c) How would you describe your relationship with the worldwide Freemason fraternity?  

(d) Advise how many members of NZ Parliament are also members of the Freemason 

fraternity; and who are they? 

(e) Advise how many members of NZ’s judiciary are also members of the Freemason 

fraternity; and who are and who influenced their appointment? 

 

 

FACT THIRTEEN 

This internet link is a copy of a recent letter a reporter sent to you PM Jacinda, about the recent 

COVID-19 matters. This letter can be read on the following link:  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/w3AVHWkSvRBM/?fbclid=IwAR1B_wK88FJFGuMAHbDdEUTf_YZu07JBHdDkQlbsgd-FcxC65n9iIce3k0Y
https://www.bitchute.com/video/w3AVHWkSvRBM/?fbclid=IwAR1B_wK88FJFGuMAHbDdEUTf_YZu07JBHdDkQlbsgd-FcxC65n9iIce3k0Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ2KLe3Hbqs
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https://envirowatchrangitikei.wordpress.com/2020/04/23/an-open-letter-to-jacinda-adern-re-
covid-19/#COVIDDECEPTION 
 

QUESTION SIXTY - OIA questions 

(a) I concur with may points raised in that letter, but I have no connection to the sender, 

nor do I know who the sender is. Have you received the above letter? 

(b) Have you replied to the above letter; and if not why not; and when will you reply? 

(c) Can you please send me a copy of your reply? 

(d) I also ask you PM Jacinda or your staff to view each of these 7 expert’s videos, which I 

feel important to add to those linked or referred to in the above letter; to assist in the 

understanding of the Covid-19 matter. 5 of these videos include expert opinions from 

the minds of medical expert doctors; who have no vested interest in an outcome. I ask 

you to advise me of your disagreement with any specific points raised in these videos - 

failure to reply will lead me to assume you accept each point raised by these experts: 

 

 USA’s Dr Rashid Buttar’s views on COVD-19. Makes for compelling viewing with 

medical facts. Dr Rashid Buttar, prior to the CV-19, was rated to be among the 

very top echelon of USA medical doctors:     

https://www.brighteon.com/47915e05-2e93-45d1-a452-795647f0638d 

 

 USA’s Dr Rashid Buttar, in a very different presentation, along with many other 

hundreds of medical doctors, warns humanity about the coming vaccination and 

other ‘to be forced’ programs  

https://londonreal.tv/dr-rashid-buttar-hosts-a-doctors-covid-19-roundtable-

1000-voices-strong/  

 

 Dr Judy Mikovits, PhD, in this very short video, explains the impact on humanity 

if vaccines are mandated; including mass deaths in USA (based on her scientific 

research within USA Govt laboratories, she estimates about 50 million people 

will die if Bill Gate’s type of mass vaccinations are permitted in USA in the near 

future:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlyIzlCYcyE 

 

 Prof. Dolores Cahill is joined by Dr. Judy Mikovit & Dr. Sherri Tenpenny to discuss 

the importance of lifting the lockdown, ending social distancing and mask 

wearing and resisting any push for mandatory vaccinations. These 3 female 

doctors provide medical reasons for lifting the lockdown: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3rclaj1FmE 

 

https://envirowatchrangitikei.wordpress.com/2020/04/23/an-open-letter-to-jacinda-adern-re-covid-19/#COVIDDECEPTION
https://envirowatchrangitikei.wordpress.com/2020/04/23/an-open-letter-to-jacinda-adern-re-covid-19/#COVIDDECEPTION
https://www.brighteon.com/47915e05-2e93-45d1-a452-795647f0638d
https://londonreal.tv/dr-rashid-buttar-hosts-a-doctors-covid-19-roundtable-1000-voices-strong/
https://londonreal.tv/dr-rashid-buttar-hosts-a-doctors-covid-19-roundtable-1000-voices-strong/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d3rclaj1FmE
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 Introducing the “Facts From the Frontlines” episode of #TheTonyRobbinsPodcast 

– where Tony uncovers in May 2020 the truth about coronavirus with a 7-person 

panel of highly qualified researchers, an experienced epidemiologist, a Nobel 

Laureate, and M.D.s testing and treating patients on the frontlines. Together, 

they reveal the evidence-based research that has come to light in the last two 

months: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgP_Au5RZVw 

 

 International Tribunal for Natural Justice – panel of speakers including Dr David E 

Martin (founder of Global Innovation Commons), discussion led by Sasha Stone 

and canvassing Covid-19 and legality of actions: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mc1qY8ybQfE&t=8s 

 

 Sara Cunial, an Italian MP, has recently spoken out in the Italian Parliament, 

including a public condemnation about the publicised proposals of Bill Gates and  

his colleagues. On social media she is trending for ‘waking up the masses’.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=415&v=QnsYcsCjLWI&feature

=emb_logo 

 

(e) My question to you PM Jacinda, is do you support the brave woman Sara Cunial 

and/or her views stated in above videoed speech, or do you align yourself with Bill 

Gates and his team. The time has come to no longer play both sides; and I ask you to 

declare which team you really are supporting PM Jacinda. 

 

(f) My question to you PM Jacinda, is does your statement hold any truth when you 

promised to me and NZ that “every life matters to us”; when that promised truth is set 

beside the expert evidence of Dr Rashid Buttar and Dr Judy Mikovits, PhD (see videos 

above), and whereby the latter warns of multi-millions of humans dying if the Bill 

Gates/WHO type vaccination program is implemented in the near future.  

 

(g) If you support mass vaccinations of humans in NZ and elsewhere, despite expert 

warnings to the contrary, are you not risking a possible future claim against you and 

your caucus of recklessness and/or lack of concern, leading to genocide? 

 

(h) I beg and pray and demand PM Jacinda, that you and your caucus will ensure the 

precautionary principles (which are well establish in common law) are adopted in regard 

to any vaccinations or program Bill Gates and/or WHO are considering or proposing. 

 

(i) Since the above letter was sent to you; Government has enacted with haste the recent 
law titled COVID-19 Public Health Response Act 2020 (‘the Act’). I am very concerned 
about the wording of this Act and the compilation of power both in the State and in one 
person governing.  It is not too different in kind to some initial legislation Hitler 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23TheTonyRobbinsPodcast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mc1qY8ybQfE&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=415&v=QnsYcsCjLWI&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=415&v=QnsYcsCjLWI&feature=emb_logo
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introduced in Germany, such as his Enabling Act of 1933. That act enabled Adolf Hitler 
to assume dictatorial powers and it gave Hitler a base from which to carry out the first 
steps of his National Socialist revolution. My questions to PM Jacinda is why is the Act, 
not to be considered a dictatorial action? 
 

(j) I also ask, from 2009 forward, do you still support extreme left socialism, as you stated 

when you were the leader of the group titled IUSY; and if ‘yes’, how close is extreme left 

socialism to national socialism? 

 

(k) I have watched the speech by Simon O'Connor in Parliament soon after your passing of 

the Act; it being here: https://vimeo.com/417897561 

Despite my not being aligned to the NZ National Party in prior years or now, I find 

myself agreeing with his views. If he was a leader in Parliament, he would likely get my 

vote in 2020, due to this one very critical issue of his attempts to save NZ’s democracy. 

What do you say to his criticism of the Act as being contemptuous to democracy? 

 

(l) If you refuse to reply to a letter from a NZer, please advise me why and how as our PM 

you can lawfully refuse to reply to a letter sent to you and your office by a New 

Zealander?  

 

(m) You have refused to reply to my earlier emails to you PM Jacinda. What is my recourse, 

when you refuse to reply to a letter sent to you and to NZ Government by a NZ citizen, 

with specific parts herein in blue being questions asked within the rights set-out under 

NZ’s OIA? OR have we, under your leadership, already lost the core of our democracy? 

 

Yours sincerely,   

(Copies sent by post have been signed) 

Rachel Jane Williams 

 

Email: interachel@gmail.com 

Postal Address: 38 West View Road, Westmere, Grey Lynn, 1021, Auckland. 

Attached added only to the emailed copies 

1. List of some of the larger $ value shareholdings in publicly quoted equities held by  

MORMON Church as at 31 March 2020; with changes in significant shareholdings in 

quarter ended 31 March 2020: 

2. A signed copy of this letter. 

https://vimeo.com/417897561
mailto:interachel@gmail.com

